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Abstract 

A language survey of the Emem speech community was carried out as part of a larger sociolinguistic 
study initiated by SIL Indonesia to determine the language development needs of the languages of Papua, 
Indonesia. The purpose of this survey was to obtain an initial impression of the Emem language situation 
and the sociolinguistic dynamics of the Emem speech community. Through the elicitation of wordlists, 
the administration of community interviews and observation, the survey team collected data concerning 
language boundaries and dialect situation, language vitality, language attitudes toward both the oral and 
written modalities of Emem, and updated pertinent background information on the Emem language area. 

The findings from this survey indicate that Emem is used in five villages in Web Subdistrict. The 
vitality of the language appears to be shifting but is still viable because vernacular use is still strong 
among the old generation in most domains, and even though the young generation uses Indonesian more 
than the vernacular, they still use the vernacular frequently. The people had positive attitudes toward 
their language and potential literacy or translation programs in the vernacular. 
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1 Introduction 

A rapid appraisal language survey1 was conducted at the end of May 2005 in Web Subdistrict and Senggi 
Subdistrict, Keerom Regency,2 in the northeast part of Papua, Indonesia. This survey was conducted by 
researchers from the Papua survey team of SIL Indonesia. This survey was conducted among the speech 
communities of this area as part of a larger linguistic and sociolinguistic study of all the languages in 
Papua. The purpose of this survey was to obtain an initial impression of the existing language situation 
and the sociolinguistic dynamics of the speech communities in this area. This report specifically 
summarizes the findings of the survey of the Emem language community, which was visited from May 
23 to 27. During this survey, data were gathered by eliciting wordlists, by conducting formal and 
informal community and individual interviews, and by observation. 

In the sections below, general information on the Emem language area is given (section 2), followed 
by a discussion of previous research (section 3), a presentation of the research objectives (section 4), and 
a description of the methodology (section 5). In section 6, the results of the survey are discussed, 
followed by conclusions (section 7). This report closes with appendices and the bibliography. 

2 Background information 

This section presents pertinent background information to the Emem language area with regard to 
language situation, population, history, and education. Most of the data were gathered during 
community interviews and observations. Additional background information on economy, health, 
infrastructure, religion, and community development are provided in Appendix A. 

2.1 Language situation 

2.1.1 Language name and classification 

According to the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005),3 the language name is Emumu (language code [enr]). 
However, the language communities in the area use the name Emem, and the speakers themselves prefer 
the language to be called Emem. It is quite likely Emumu reflects the way the language name was 
pronounced in the past, and that the pronunciation has changed over time. As a result, the name Emem 
will be used in this report to refer to this language. 

According to the Ethnologue, Emem is classified as Trans-New Guinea, Pauwasi, Eastern. The only 
other language that shares this classification is Zorop,4 a language spoken to the northwest of Emem. 
There is no information in the Ethnologue about the dialect situation of Emem.5 
                                                   
1 The term ‘rapid appraisal’ is used “to describe an approach to obtain a quick, initial assessment of the need for 
language development in a region” (Bergman 1991). 
2 The term ‘regency’ is used to translate the Indonesian term kabupaten, and the term ‘subdistrict’ is used to translate 
the term kecamatan (or distrik). Indonesian provinces are divided administratively into regencies, which are further 
divided into subdistricts. 
3 All references to the Ethnologue in this report are to the 15th edition, the most recent edition available at the time 
of writing this report. 
4 The Ethnologue uses the language name Yafi for this language (language code [wfg]). However, the speakers of this 
language prefer the use of the name Zorop. 
5 The people in the village of Semografi said that they have two languages, called Mangonkal and Menkal. (Kal at 
the end of the words means ‘language’.) They also said they speak Emem. It is not clear if these three varieties are 
one language—Emem—but we assume that the other two could be varieties of Emem. The current survey team did 
not get any information about the Mangonkal and Menkal languages but only heard the language names. We 
compared the wordlist of the Emem spoken in Semografi elicited during this survey with Mangonkal and Menkal 
wordlists elicited in Semografi in 2003 by New Tribes Mission (NTM). The results indicate that the Mangonkal and 
the Menkal languages are very similar to Emem. 
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2.1.2 Language area and neighboring language communities 

Emem is spoken in the villages of Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, Yambraf Dua6 and Semografi in Web 
Subdistrict, Keerom Regency, in the northeastern part of Papua. See map 1 below for the location of 
these villages. This language area borders the country of Papua New Guinea (PNG) but there are no 
known Emem speakers living in PNG. The village of Umuaf is called Mofon by the people there. The 
villages of Yambraf Satu and Yambraf Dua are also sometimes called Embi, which the people said is the 
original village name in their own language. Most of the villages with Emem speakers are so isolated 
geographically that it is difficult to reach them. Mountains, rivers and many small and large streams 
surround the villages. Only Umuaf is located near Ubrub, the capital of Web Subdistrict (15 minutes 
distant on foot), whereas the other villages are quite far from Ubrub. The Em River flows in the vicinity 
of the villages. 

Below, in table 1, is a list of the Emem-speaking villages and their Global Positioning System (GPS) 
coordinates. 

Table 1. Emem villages and their coordinates 

Village Names GPS Coordinates 

Yuruf S 03°36.324' / 
E 140°54.378' 

Umuaf S 03°40.184' / 
E 140°52.882' 

Yambraf Satu S 03°42.104' / 
E 140°52.276' 

Yambraf Dua S 03°43.436' / 
E 140°52.489' 

Semografi S 03°43.387' / 
E 140°56.627' 

 

Three other language communities can be found in Web Subdistrict: Tebi7 is spoken in the village of 
Dubu, Dera in the village of Amgotro, and Towe in the village of Towe Hitam. Other neighboring 
languages are Tofanma (spoken in the villages of Tofanma Satu and Tofanma Dua), Yetfa (in the villages 
of Terpones, Bias, Kalimbo, and Kesnar),8 Usku (in the village of Usku), Namla9 (in the village of Namla), 
and Zorop (in the village of Warlef). Ubrub, the subdistrict capital of Web Subdistrict, is a town 
inhabited by many outsiders and government officials. Therefore Indonesian and Papuan Malay are 
commonly spoken there, along with Emem and Dera. 

Map 1, below, displays the Emem language area as well as the surrounding languages. 

                                                   
6 Satu means “one,” and dua means “two” in Indonesian. Larger villages are sometimes split into two, and numbers 
are added to the village names to distinguish them. 
7 The Ethnologue uses the language name Dubu for this language (language code [dmu]). However, the speakers of 
this language prefer the use of the name Tebi, which is the original language name. 
8 Kesnar is not shown on this map. The village is located in the southern part of Senggi Subdistrict. 
9 The Namla language is not listed in the 15th edition of the Ethnologue. 
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Map 1. Emem language area and surrounding languages 

 

2.1.3 Language of wider communication 

In Papua’s many coastal areas, “a local, rather than ‘standard,’ variety of Malay is used” as the language 
of wider communication (LWC) (Donohue n.d.). These Malay varieties are also used in other parts of the 
Indonesian archipelago “in which there has been extensive pre-Independence contact with the Dutch, 
who used a variety of Malay as an administrative language, or which have had even earlier contact with 
Malay-speaking traders” (Donohue n.d.). In his sketch on Papuan Malay, Donohue concludes this 
language “is clearly a descendant of some varieties of eastern Malay” which has been used in Papua 
since before the advent of Standard Indonesian, and not, “as … [is] assumed by non-native speakers in 
the province, a simplified, ‘reduced’, ‘pidgin’, or ‘dumbed-down’ version of standard Indonesian….” 
Instead, it “rather represents the endpoint of a linguistic tradition of its own” and is referred to as 
Papuan Malay or Melayu Papua. 

However, according to Donohue, there is not one unified variety of Papuan Malay, but at least four 
main varieties: Bird’s Head Malay, Serui Malay, South Coast Malay, and North Papuan Malay. North 
Papuan Malay is used from Sarmi to the Papua New Guinea border, an area that includes the Emem-
speaking area, thus North Papuan Malay is used as an LWC by Emem speakers. 

Donohue further maintains that due to the constant influence of Standard Indonesian, the national 
language, more and more commonly speakers of Papuan Malay have become bilingual in Standard 
Indonesian. However, at the same time there seems to be little awareness of the differences between 
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Papuan Malay and Standard Indonesian, so that “their speech travels on a continuum between more and 
less standard forms.” 

Thus, Papuan language communities who are in contact with Papuan Malay and who use it as a 
language of wider communication do not necessarily use a ‘pure’ form of the regional Papuan Malay 
variety. Likewise, especially in rural areas, Papuan communities do not use the standard form of 
Indonesian but a more recent simplification of Standard Indonesian with a simplified lexicon that has 
incorporated a lot of Papuan Malay features. 

Due to the low awareness of the rural populations regarding the differences between Papuan Malay 
and Standard Indonesian, this simplified form of Standard Indonesian with incorporated Papuan Malay 
features is generally referred to as Bahasa Indonesia (‘Indonesian’) Bahasa Umum (‘colloquial language’), 
or Bahasa Melayu (‘Malay’). For the purposes of this report, the term ‘Indonesian’ will be used to refer to 
this language of wider communication, even though it is not purely Standard Indonesian.10 

2.2 Population 

The survey team visited five villages where the Emem language community is located. The population of 
the villages is shown in the following table. 

Table 2. Population of the Emem villages 

Village  Households People 

Yuruf 72 283 
Umuaf 74 346 
Semografi 147 733 
Totals: 293 1362 

 

The data presented in table 2 were given by the mayors or village secretaries in each village. The 
survey team did not get any information about the population of Yambraf Satu and Yambraf Dua. When 
the team arrived in Yambraf Satu, the village was totally empty except for five young boys because the 
mayor and all the other people had gone out to their gardens.11 Yambraf Dua had a similar situation 
when the survey team arrived in that village. However, some information was gathered from a man 
whom the survey team interviewed. There are 14 houses in the village of Yambraf Satu and 18 houses in 
the village of Yambraf Dua, but the total member of households and people is not certain. Yambraf Dua 
has seven hamlets:12 Yiliap, Yalfi, Mungguai, Pegep, Nenemrap, Wenembenemp, and Yember. The survey 
team did not get any information about the number of people living in these hamlets because the team 
did not visit them, but the people said there are twelve households in Yember. The total number of 
people living in the three villages where the team collected population figures is 1362, and including the 
villages and hamlets of Yambraf Satu and Yambraf Dua, the total population of the Emem-speaking area 
is likely over 2000. 

                                                   
10 In this report we do not distinguish between Papuan Malay and Standard Indonesian and their uses, in large part 
because the local people are seldom aware of the differences, and because we did not attempt to do any research 
into the differences between these two languages and how each might be used by Emem speakers. We were 
concerned only whether another local language was used as an LWC. 
11 Gardens are usually far from the villages. People often go to their gardens early in the morning and come back 
home in the evening. Sometimes, they stay there a few days or more. 
12 The term hamlet is used in this paper to refer to a grouping of houses that has no government administration on 
its own but falls under the administration of another, usually larger, village. 
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Living among the indigenous Emem people are transmigrants13 from other areas of the country. The 
data regarding these people who have moved to the Emem-speaking villages are shown below in table 3. 

Table 3. Population of transmigrants from other areas 

Village Transmigrants 

Yuruf 
- 17 military personnel from Sulawesi and Floresa occupy a post 
- 3 school teachers (1 Ngalumb person, 1 person from Waris and 1 from Sorongc) 
- Some from Amgotro, Dubu, Senggi, Towe Hitam and Semografi 

Umuaf - Some from Dubu, Yambraf, and Semografi 
- Some Dera people 

Yambraf Satu and 
Yambraf Dua 

- 2 assistant school teachers from Ubrub 

Semografi 

- 16 military personnel from Sulawesi occupy a post 
- 1 school teacher (Ngalum) 
- 1 government health employee (Danid) 
- Some from Sentanie and Dubu 

a Flores is an island in south-central Indonesia. 
b The Ngalum language area is located to the south, along the Papua New Guinea border. 
c Sorong is located in northwestern Papua. 
d The Dani people originate in the central highlands of Papua. 
e Sentani is located near Jayapura, the capital city of Papua. 

 

Usually, government employees such as the military, schoolteachers or government health 
employees are transmigrants who moved to these villages from other villages or areas because of their 
duties. Besides these, there are some outsiders living in each village who have married into these 
villages. 

Based on the known population figures and the known number of transmigrants in the Emem-
speaking area, the number of Emem native speakers is probably around 2000.14 

2.3 History 

While in the villages, the surveyors gathered information about the known history of the Emem people 
and the various villages. According to the villagers in Yuruf, their village was established in 1973 by a 
man named Hari Wanbea.15 Originally this man was from the village of Amgotro where the Dera 
language community lives. He united four hamlets16 where the Emem language and the Dera language 
were used to establish one village, which is now the village of Yuruf. As a result, people in the village of 
Yuruf can use both languages now. 

                                                   
13 The term ‘transmigrant’ is used in this report to refer to people who “move from one country or region to another 
and settle there” (https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/transmigrate). The majority of people who have moved 
into the language areas of Papua are from other parts of Papua and Indonesia, not from outside the country. 
14 Since the Emem language borders PNG, one would expect that there is possibility that there are additional Emem 
speakers on the PNG side of the border. However, during the background research the survey team did not find any 
evidence of Emem speakers in PNG. In addition, none of the people met by the survey team mentioned that there 
were Emem speakers in PNG, however, the team failed to ask the people directly about this possibility. 
15 Detailed information about this man was not given by the people in Yuruf. 
16 The four hamlets are Yendangan (Dera language), Jefanggri (Emem language), Nowe (Dera and Emem) and Yuruf 
(Dera and Emem). 
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In 1974, some people from Amgotro moved to Yuruf, a village eight kilometers away, and 
established a new village next to Yuruf, which is called Amgotro Baru.17 According to the oral history, a 
long time ago two brothers parted from each other, one going to the area of the Emem language and the 
other to the area of the Dera. Thus, the people in Yuruf believe these two language communities have 
the same ancestral and linguistic origins. 

No information on the history of the village of Umuaf was given by the local people except that the 
village was named in 1970 by a schoolteacher whose name was Bernat Welib. 

Regarding the history of Yambraf Satu, this village was originally located near Ubrub, and then in 
1992 the village moved to the current location. In 1995, some of the households in Yambraf Satu moved 
to another place and set up their own village, which is now called Yambraf Dua. 

2.4 Education 

There are elementary schools in the Emem-speaking villages of Yuruf, Yambraf Satu, Semografi, and the 
subdistrict capital of Ubrub. The children in the village of Umuaf go to the school in Ubrub,18 and those 
from the village of Yambraf Dua go to the school in Yambraf Satu. 

The school in Yuruf was originally established by the government in Amgotro in 1950. When some 
of the people in Amgotro moved to Yuruf in 1974, the school also moved there. Now the school serves 
both Yuruf and Amgotro, a Dera-speaking village. There are six grades at this school. The number of 
students in each grade is shown below in table 4. 

Table 4. Number of students in school in Yuruf 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Number of Students 97 23 18 21 14 16 189 
 

As indicated in the table above, the total number of students at the elementary school in Yuruf is 
189. Some students are from Semografi, since the school in Semografi does not have all the grades. The 
total number of teachers is seven: six regular teachers and one teaching assistant. Three teachers are 
local Emem people, one teacher is a Ngalum person, one teacher is from Waris, and one is from Sorong. 

A teacher interviewed by the survey team in Yuruf said that, to date, about one hundred students 
have gone on with their schooling after graduating from this elementary school. According to the mayor, 
most of the village people have graduated from elementary school or at least finished some grades. 

In Yambraf Satu, there is an elementary school, but it has only three grades. Two assistant teachers 
from Ubrub teach students as well. The total number of students is not known. In Semografi, an 
elementary school for the first three grades just opened with one teacher, but the school building is not 
built yet. 

3 Previous research 

Previous research on the Emem-speaking area has resulted in a small amount of published information 
about the location of this area, the number of speakers, and the classification of the language (Voorhoeve 
1971:77; Silzer & Clouse 1991:48–49). 

There were three previous linguistic studies carried out in Web Subdistrict. Marit Kana (SIL) 
gathered a wordlist in Ubrub,19 and Kevin May (SIL) also gathered a list in Ubrub in 1981. The latest 

                                                   
17 Baru means ‘new’. Since the survey team did not visit this village and do not have its GPS coordinates, this village 
is not shown on map 1. 
18 The survey team did not get information about the school in Ubrub because the interview with the schoolteacher 
was interrupted. 
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research was done by New Tribes Mission (NTM) in 2003 and 2004. NTM surveyed the village of Umuaf 
as well as the district capital of Ubrub in May of 2003. In April 2004, three men from NTM visited the 
villages of Yuruf, Yambraf Satu, Umuaf, and Semografi. They gathered wordlists from all these villages 
as well as general information about the villages and the people living there. 

4 Research focus and questions 

Despite the fact of NTM’s recent survey of the Emem-speaking area, the SIL survey team felt it was 
necessary to travel to this area and gather additional information. The NTM surveyors had gathered very 
little sociolinguistic information during their surveys of the area. In addition, the wordlists they gathered 
were missing some words, and they did not use the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) for elicitation. 
The SIL team felt it was worth the effort to conduct their own survey to gather more complete 
sociolinguistic information that is needed to determine their language development needs. 

The survey of the Emem speech community is part of a larger linguistic and sociolinguistic study of 
all of the languages in Papua, Indonesia. The overall purpose of this larger study is to determine the 
language development needs and to provide recommendations for devising strategies and setting 
priorities for meeting these needs for all of Papua. This study was initiated by SIL Indonesia, a non-
government organization (NGO) working with the communities of the world’s lesser known and 
unwritten languages to facilitate language-based development through research, translation, and literacy. 

This larger study of the languages of Papua is designed to be carried out in two phases. During 
Phase I (also called rapid appraisal survey), initial information regarding the existing language situation 
of each of the language communities and some of the sociolinguistic dynamics of these speech 
communities is to be collected. This research helps to determine the need and priorities for Phase II 
survey. During Phase II, to be carried out in the future, more in-depth data regarding specific issues 
relating to language development is to be collected, such as dialect intelligibility testing and bilingualism 
testing, based on the information gathered in Phase I. 

This report on the Emem speech community is the result of a Phase I survey of the Emem-speaking 
area of Papua. The objectives of this survey include the following: 
(1) To gain a preliminary understanding of the language situation with regard to geographical 

boundaries of the Emem language areas, the level of similarity to neighboring languages, and the 
internal dialect situation of the language. 

(2) To conduct an initial investigation of some of the sociolinguistic dynamics of the Emem speech 
community, such as language vitality and language attitudes. 
Thus, for the current study, the initial assessment of the Emem speech communities focused on the 

following topics: 
(1) Language boundaries and dialect situation: 
What are the boundaries of the Emem language? 
What is the internal dialect situation of the Emem language community? 
What is the level of similarity between Emem and the neighboring languages? 
(2) Language vitality: 
What are the patterns of language use of the Emem language community? 
What are the patterns of language use of the younger generation in particular? 
How well is the Emem language being maintained? 
(3) Language attitudes 
What are the attitudes of Emem speakers toward the oral modality of their language? 
What are the attitudes of Emem speakers toward the written modality of their language, as well as the 
potential development of their language? 

                                                                                                                                                                    
19 The survey team could find no information about when the wordlist was taken. Marit Kana worked in Papua in 
1973–1979. 
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In addition, some questions were added to gather general information of the Emem speech 
community that can be used to help set strategy for how the language development needs of these 
people might be met. These questions are the following: 
What is the population of the Emem-speaking villages, and what is the main livelihood for them? 
What is the situation of infrastructure, education, health, and religion? 
What is the current situation of community and language development? 

Data from these additional questions have already been reported in section 2 above. 

5 Methodology 

In the following sections, survey techniques and implementation are discussed. 

5.1 Survey techniques 

In order to arrive at answers to the research questions mentioned above, a variety of techniques were 
chosen. 
(1) The existing language boundaries and dialect situation were assessed through the following: 

Apparent lexical similarity comparisons between the speech varieties used in the Emem-speaking 
villages and with villages of the neighboring languages; 

Interviews with community members regarding perceived degrees of similarity and intelligibility 
between the surveyed Emem villages as well as the perceived degrees of similarity and 
intelligibility between Emem and the surrounding languages; 

Interviews with community members of the surrounding languages regarding the perceived degrees 
of similarity and intelligibility between their language and Emem. 

(2) Language vitality was investigated through the following: 
Reported language use in various domains, both public and private; 
Reported language use of the younger generation for intergenerational shift; 
Reported indicators of language maintenance. 

(3) Language attitudes were examined in the following ways: 
Reported attitudes toward the oral modality; 
Reported attitudes toward the written modality of Emem, such as attitudes toward potential 

development of the language. 
For the additional questions listed above in section 5, reported data and observation were used to 

gather updated general background information on the Emem-speaking area. 

5.2 Implementation 

In the following sections, various aspects regarding the implementation of the survey are discussed: 
survey stages, procedures, locations, and survey subjects. 

5.2.1 Survey stages 

This rapid appraisal survey was conducted for ten days, May 23–June 1, 2005, by a team of four people: 
Myung Young Lee (SIL), Theresia Wambaliau (SIL staff), Agustina Sawi (SIL staff) and Leo Pikindu 
(Papuan guide). They visited six villages: Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi in 
Web Subdistrict, as well as Tofanma Satu in Senggi Subdistrict. 

Background research took place for about four weeks before the survey trip was conducted. The 
team interviewed people who were from the area to be surveyed and who are now living or studying in 
Sentani. Also the team researched Internet web sites and the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) to gather any 
information related to the villages. Interviewees reported the existence of airstrips in Yuruf, Ubrub, and 
Terpones. 
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Regarding transportation, the team decided to fly from Sentani to Yuruf, and then on to Ubrub. 
Since there are no roads to reach Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi, the team hiked to 
those villages. 

5.2.2 Survey procedures 

Prior to embarking on a survey trip, the survey team informs the villages to be surveyed through letters 
or single side band (SSB) radio messages about two weeks before leaving for the area. Sometimes, 
however, the villages do not get the information before the survey team’s arrival, which unfortunately 
was the case for Yambraf and Semografi. When the survey team arrived in Yambraf Satu and Yambraf 
Dua, the villages were almost empty, and those who were there knew nothing about the team’s intended 
visit. Fortunately, the team met the mayor of Semografi in Ubrub, so they could inform him in advance 
of their plan to visit Semografi. 

Upon arrival in each survey location, the survey team met the mayor of the village to introduce 
themselves and to explain the purpose of the visit. He was then asked to gather the people of the village 
to a public meeting place so the team could publicly introduce themselves and explain the purpose of the 
visit as well as the work of SIL in general. After finishing these introductions, the villagers and survey 
team members were divided up into groups to begin gathering data. 

5.2.2.1 Wordlist elicitation 

This section describes the rationale behind the elicitation of wordlists, the elicitation procedures, as well 
as the method used for the analysis of the elicited lists. 

5.2.2.1.1 Rationale 

Wordlists were elicited in order to determine, based on shared lexical items, the degree of apparent 
linguistic similarity among the Emem-speaking villages, as well as the degree of apparent linguistic 
similarity between Emem and the surrounding languages. Wordlists also aid in assessing the need for and 
establishing priorities for Phase II of the study of the languages of Papua: testing the comprehension 
among Emem speech communities. 

5.2.2.1.2 Design 

The survey team used a 239-item wordlist for gathering lists from the Emem-speaking villages, as well as 
from the villages of the surrounding language groups. This wordlist was adapted and expanded from the 
UNCEN20-SIL 1985 list, which was last revised by SIL Indonesia in May 2002. The items in the list are 
written in English and Indonesian, but Indonesian is used for the language of elicitation. See Appendix B 
for the full wordlist that was used as well as all the Emem lists that were elicited. In addition, the 
wordlist includes twenty diagnostic sentences for gathering some information related to grammar for 
others who may be interested in such analysis. See Appendix C for the complete sentence list as well as 
the sentences elicited from the Emem language. 

5.2.2.1.3 Procedures 

On this survey, the team gathered four wordlists from Emem-speaking villages, as well as from villages 
from the surrounding languages. Usually two native speakers are selected for wordlist elicitation. These 
speakers are screened to ensure they were born and raised in that village. They need to be fluent in both 
the vernacular language and the national language since Indonesian is used for the language of 
elicitation. Elicitation is done in a quiet place by one of the survey team members. The vernacular 
                                                   
20 UNCEN stands for Universitas Cenderawasih (Cenderawasih University) in Papua, Indonesia. 
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language words given are written using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) on the wordlist sheets, 
and an audio recording is made using a mini disk recorder. One of the speakers supplies the word in the 
vernacular for each item from the wordlist, and the other confirms the accuracy of the words given. The 
process of elicitation and recording usually takes about two hours. Occasionally, the reliability of the 
written and audio recordings are compromised by the lighting situation or inclement weather. Both of 
these conditions were present in the village of Semografi. 

5.2.2.1.4 Analysis 

The elicited wordlists were entered in the computer program WordSurv (version 2b.5d-Wimbish 1989). 
The program performs a count of shared vocabulary between lists based on similarity groupings, as 
determined by the researcher, rather than applying the Comparative Method to the data. It does not 
determine cognates based on historical analysis. 

Similarity groupings for shared vocabulary were established according to the criteria outlined by 
Blair (1990). See Appendix C for a further description on Blair’s three categories used for grouping the 
shared vocabulary. Based on these groupings, WordSurv performed a count of shared vocabulary 
between pairs of languages. These counts were presented in computed percentage matrices of apparent 
lexical similarity. 

In order to interpret the apparent lexical similarity results, the Papua survey team follows the 
following guidelines outlined by SIL Indonesia: 

If apparent lexical similarity between two wordlists is 60 percent or less, they can usually safely be 
interpreted to represent separate languages. For percentages above 60%, lexicostatistic data alone are 
not adequate to determine whether or not the speech varieties are the same language. 

Lexical similarity results are always best interpreted alongside other lines of evidence. Additional 
sociolinguistic information gathered during the survey is to be used alongside the lexicostatistical data to 
help determine whether or not the speech varieties are the same language. This sociolinguistic 
information includes data on reported intelligibility, ethnolinguistic identity, and attitudes toward the 
other speech variety. 

There may be occasions when intelligibility testing is needed to make decisions about whether or 
not the speech varieties are the same language (such as when lexicostatistical and sociolinguistic data do 
not clearly indicate whether or not the speech varieties are the same language) or to confirm impressions 
that arise from rapid-appraisal survey. 

Regarding this second guideline recommending sociolinguistic investigation to augment the 
lexicostatistical data, the survey team has gathered data about the reported similarity and intelligibility 
among speech varieties, which are reported in section 6.1.2 below. 

5.2.2.2 Formal interviews 

5.2.2.2.1 Rationale 

Formal interviews including standardized questionnaires were conducted with members of the local 
communities being surveyed. The purpose of these questionnaires was to gather sociolinguistic 
information about the Emem language focusing on language use, language attitudes, and language 
vitality. They also examined the perceptions of the people as to the degrees of similarity and 
intelligibility both among the Emem-speaking villages and with villages of the surrounding languages. 
These formal interviews were also used to gather general, further updated background information about 
the Emem-speaking community, such as demographics, religion, education, and economy. 

5.2.2.2.2 Questionnaire design 

All the questionnaires used for conducting formal interviews were designed by the SIL Papua survey 
team in 2000 and were revised in January 2005. The language used for asking the questions is 
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Indonesian. The questionnaire forms are designed with space to record their answers directly on the 
forms. 

The community leader questionnaire is designed for use with the community leader(s) to gather 
relevant background information about the villages surveyed. The questions are related to demographics, 
economy, religion, and health conditions of the community. See Appendix D for an English translation of 
the community leader questionnaire used to gather data from the Emem-speaking community. 

The community group questionnaire is designed for use with a mixed group of villagers to gather 
information more related to language, such as language use, language change, language vitality, 
dialectology, and language attitudes. See Appendix E for an English translation of the community group 
questionnaire. 

The school questionnaire is designed for use with a headmaster or teacher at the village school to 
gather information related to education and language use at school. See Appendix F for an English 
translation of the school questionnaire. 

5.2.2.2.3 Procedures 

In each village surveyed, separate formal interviews are normally conducted using standardized 
questionnaires with a community leader of the village, with a group of community members, and with 
the school headmaster. 

The community leader questionnaire is normally administered to the local mayor (kepala kampung 
or kepala desa) by one of the researchers. If the mayor is not available, the interview is conducted with 
his secretary or another of his official representatives. Alternatively, the questionnaire may be 
administered to the traditional leader (kepala suku or kepala adat).21 The interview follows the outline in 
the questionnaire and is conducted in Indonesian. 

The community group questionnaire is administered to a group of community members who are 
available at the time of the interview. Preferably, the questionnaire is administered to groups of adult 
men and women of a variety of ages who are native speakers of the target language and are willing to 
answer some questions regarding their language. The interview is conducted by one researcher who asks 
the questions and records the answers. The interview is conducted in Indonesian, although questions 
may be rephrased in Papuan Malay if it is apparent to the researcher that the group is confused. 
Although the interviewer tries to include as many villagers as possible in the discussions, the 
conversation is typically dominated by only a few people. Usually, the interview takes about one and a 
half hours to complete. 

The school questionnaire is administered to the local school headmaster (kepala sekolah) by one of 
the survey members. If the headmaster is not available, the interview is conducted with one of the 
teachers. If none are available at the time of the interview, or if the village does not have a school, the 
interview is not conducted. The interview follows the outline in the questionnaire and is conducted in 
standard Indonesian. 

5.2.2.2.4 Analysis 

As a first step in the analysis process, the elicited data are compiled into tables to reveal the responses 
across survey locations according to the underlying research topics. As a second step, the findings of 
these comparisons were written up with special attention given to any emerging patterns. 

The data pertaining to reported similarity and intelligibility were compared to the results from the 
wordlist analysis. This comparison reveals any correlations or discrepancies between what was perceived 
by the community and lexical similarity of the speech varieties surveyed as well as neighboring speech 
varieties. 

                                                   
21 In some areas of the province, the traditional leader “outranks” the mayor, even relating to governmental issues. 
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5.2.2.3 Informal interviews and observation 

5.2.2.3.1 Rationale 

Informal interviews with local community members and observation in the village communities were 
carried out to gather further information regarding the overall situation of the language area. This 
information would address perceived language boundaries and dialect situation, as well as language use 
patterns and attitudes. Since the informal interviews and observations are carried out in a more 
comfortable atmosphere with the villagers, it is hoped they are more open to sharing some information 
this way. 

5.2.2.3.2 Procedures 

During the survey, informal interviews were carried out with local community members whenever 
opportunities presented themselves, especially before the commencement or after the closure of the 
formal interviews. These observations were focused on the overall living conditions of the target 
populations, including the economic, health and education situations as well as the local infrastructure. 
In addition, observations were noted regarding language use patterns among the local community 
members. The information gathered from the informal interviews and observations was then recorded in 
personal notebooks. 

5.2.2.3.3 Analysis 

After returning from the survey trip, the notes from all survey team members are organized and 
summarized in writing and then discussed by the team members. These notes are compared to the 
information obtained during the administration of the questionnaires, and any relevant information not 
included in the questionnaire data is incorporated into the current report. Any discrepancies are also 
noted in the written report. 

5.2.3 Survey locations 

During Phase I of the larger study of all language communities of Papua, the areas to be surveyed were 
chosen because no previous linguistic/sociolinguistic surveys have been conducted in these areas or 
because the data available were in need of updating. Although some wordlists have been recently taken 
in the Emem-speaking area, no substantial sociolinguistic data has been gathered. This information is 
needed to assess the language development needs of these people. 

For the Emem language, the survey team visited five villages in Web Subdistrict of Keerom Regency: 
Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi. These five villages were chosen because they 
are representative of all the major villages where it was believed Emem is spoken. There are some 
outlying Emem-speaking hamlets that fall under the administration of each of these villages. However, 
these hamlets were not visited during this survey since it was felt that the linguistic and sociolinguistic 
data would be roughly similar to the other five villages. 

As it turned out, the team could gather data in only four of the five villages because when they 
arrived in Yambraf Satu, all the village people were out in their gardens in the forest. Table 5 lists the 
Emem-speaking villages and the survey instruments administered in each of them. 

Table 5. Survey locations and survey instruments administered by location 

Village Wordlist Community Leader 
Questionnaire 

Community Group 
Questionnaire 

School 
Questionnaire 

Yuruf X X X X 
Umuaf X X X  
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Yambraf 
Satu 

    

Yambraf 
Dua 

X  X  

Semografi X X X  
 

The community leader questionnaire was used in Yuruf, Umuaf, and Semografi, but not in Yambraf 
Dua since no community leader was present. The school questionnaire was used in Yuruf, but not in 
Umuaf, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi. In these four villages, there is either no school or the school is not 
fully operational. 

5.2.4 Survey subjects 

In Yuruf, a group community questionnaire was administered with a total of twelve people: eight adult 
men and four adult women. Among them, the main respondents to the questionnaire were four men. The 
mayor of this village, who is thirty-nine years old, was interviewed. A schoolteacher, who is from Waris, 
was also interviewed. In addition, two Emem native speakers were selected for the Emem wordlist 
elicitation. One Dera native speaker from this village was also selected for wordlist elicitation in the Dera 
language. 

In Umuaf, a group community questionnaire was administered with a total of twenty-one people: 
seventeen adult men and four adult women. Among them, the main respondents to the questionnaire 
were four men. For the community leader, the survey team interviewed an assistant of the mayor 
because the mayor was out of the village at that time. As there is no school in the village, the 
schoolteacher questionnaire could not be taken there. Two Emem native speakers from this village were 
selected for the wordlist elicitation. 

In Yambraf Dua, a group community questionnaire was administered with a total of six people: four 
adult men and two adult women. Among them, the main respondents to the questionnaire were two 
men. The questionnaire of the community leader could not be taken because the mayor was out of the 
village at that time. There is no school in the village. Two Emem native speakers from this village were 
selected for the wordlist elicitation. 

In Semografi, a group community questionnaire was administered with a total of ten people: eight 
adult men and two adult women. Among them, the main respondents to the questionnaire were six men. 
The questionnaire of the community leader was done with his assistant because the mayor wanted to 
participate in the community questionnaire. As a school has not started yet, the schoolteacher 
questionnaire could not be taken in this village. Two Emem native speakers from this village were 
selected for the wordlist elicitation. 

6 Results 

In the following sections, the results from wordlist elicitation and formal and informal interviews and 
observations are presented according to the following topics: language boundaries and dialect situation, 
language viability, and language attitudes. 

6.1 Language boundaries and dialect situation 

With regard to language boundaries and dialect situation, two factors were examined: (1) apparent 
lexical similarity, and (2) reported similarity and intercomprehension. 
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6.1.1 Apparent lexical similarity 

During the entire survey conducted in Web Subdistrict, six wordlists were gathered from five villages: 
Yuruf (Emem and Dera), Umuaf (Emem), Yambraf Dua (Emem), Semografi (Emem) and Tofanma Satu 
(Tofanma). These wordlists were compared with three more lists elicited during previous surveys: a Tebi 
list taken in Dubu, Towe taken in Towe Hitam, and Zorop taken in Warlef.22 The results of this 
comparison are shown in the following table. The first names written on the matrix are the names of 
languages; the second names are the names of villages. 

Table 6. Percentage of apparent lexical similarity of Emem and neighboring languages 

Towe / Towe Hitam 
19 Tebi / Dubu 
3 6 Emem / Yuruf 
3 6 84 Emem / Umuaf 
3 5 68 78 Emem / Yambraf Dua 
3 5 62 71 81 Emem / Semografi 
2 3 27 27 24 24 Zorop / Warlef 
1 3 4 3 3 3 2 Dera / Yuruf 

2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 
Tofanma / Tofanma 
Satu 

 

From the results displayed in the matrix above, the percentage of apparent lexical similarity 
between each village where Emem is used is over the 60% level (62%–84%). Generally, the villages that 
are closer together share higher lexical similarity, and the villages that are farther apart have lower 
lexical similarity percentages. These lexical similarity numbers show that there is some dialect variation 
among the Emem-speaking villages. 

When comparing Emem-speaking villages to other neighboring languages (Dera, Tebi, Towe, and 
Tofanma), the percentage of apparent lexical similarity is very low, 2–6%. This low level of lexical 
similarity indicates Emem is a completely separate language from Dera, Tebi, Towe, and Tofanma. The 
percentage of lexical similarity between Emem and Zorop is also quite low, 24% to 27%, indicating there 
is at least some level of similarity between the two. According to this result, it can be concluded that the 
people in the villages of Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi speak the same language—Emem—
which is very different from the other neighboring languages. 

6.1.2 Reported similarity and intercomprehension 

In addition to the elicitation of wordlists, reported data was collected during community interviews to 
ascertain perceived degrees of similarity and intercomprehension between the surveyed Emem speech 
varieties and the neighboring languages. The survey team asked the people who speak Emem in each of 
the Emem villages the following questions: 
1. In which village do people speak a language exactly the same as theirs, 
2. In which village do people speak a slightly different dialect, but one that is still understandable, and 
3. In which village do people speak a language completely different from Emem. 

The answers to these questions were the same from each Emem-speaking village, and the results are 
shown in table 7. 

                                                   
22 The Towe wordlist was elicited in November 2004, the Tofanma list in February 2005, and the Tebi and Zorop 
lists in March 2005. 
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Table 7. Reported language similarity as given by the Emem-speaking people 

Villages that speak exactly 
the same language 

Villages that speak a slightly 
different but understandable dialect 

Villages that speak a completely 
different language 

Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf 
Satu and Yambraf Dua, 
Semografi 

Warlef Amgotro, Towe Hitam, Dubu, 
Tofanma Satu 

 

The people from each of these villages said the people in the villages of Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf 
Satu, Yambraf Dua, and Semografi use one language, Emem, and that they all speak the same variety of 
Emem. Although the lexical similarity results indicate there is some dialect variation among the Emem-
speaking villages, these data on reported similarity indicate the Emem people do not view this variation 
as significant: they all report that the other Emem-speaking villages speak exactly the same language. 

Some people in the village of Yuruf said the Zorop language spoken in Warlef is similar to Emem. 
They regard both the languages as having the same origin. 

The speakers of some of the surrounding languages were also asked to report on the perceived 
degrees of similarity and intercomprehension of those surrounding languages. From these data their 
perceived level of similarity with Emem can be assessed, as well as determining if it agrees with the 
Emem speakers’ perceived level of similarity with the neighboring languages. None of the villages of the 
surrounding languages reported any similarity between their language and the language spoken in the 
Emem villages. 

6.2 Language vitality 

To determine the language vitality of Emem, three specific indicators will be examined: language use in 
private and public domains, language use by the younger generation which serves as evidence for 
intergenerational language shift, and language maintenance. 

6.2.1 Language use in private and public domains 

During the community group interviews, the people were asked which language(s) they use in various 
social domains. Many of the people in this area speak at least some Indonesian and/or Papuan Malay. As 
mentioned previously, Standard Indonesian and Papuan Malay are not distinguished in the results of this 
survey in large part because they are not easily distinguished by the local people. In the results below 
these languages will just be referred to as “Indonesian.” The results concerning language use in private 
and public domains are shown in the following table. 

Table 8. Language use by domain in each village 

Domains 
Language(s) Used in Each Village 

Yurufa Umuaf Yambraf 
Dua Semografi 

1. Private  
    At home B (V) B (V) B (V) B (V) 
    With friends B (V) V B (V) B (V) 
    In the garden B (V) V V B (V) 
2. School  
    For instruction I I I I 
    For assignments I I I I 
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    At break time B (V) B (I) B (I) B 
3. Public  
    At the market I I I I 
    At the clinic B (V) B B B 
    During traditional ceremonies V V V V 
    For announcements B (V) B B B (V) 
    For village meetings B (V) B B B (V) 
4. Church  
    For liturgy B (V) I B I 
    For prayer B I B B 
    For singing B I I I 
    For preaching I I B B 
    For announcements after the 
       service 

I B B B (I) 

V = Vernacular (Emem); I = Indonesian; B = Both Indonesian & Vernacular; ( ) = 
the parenthesis contains the language which is more frequently used 
a Note that in Yuruf there are some people who speak two local languages, Emem and 
Dera, because of interaction with the Dera-speaking community next to them. 
However, Emem is by far the more dominant vernacular language used in Yuruf. 

 

In villages where Emem is spoken, Indonesian and the vernacular are used in the private domain, 
but the vernacular is used more frequently than Indonesian. However, whenever people meet friends 
who do not know their language, they use Indonesian with each other. At school, only Indonesian is used 
in class and for assignments, but children use both Indonesian and the vernacular at break time. 

For the public domains, Indonesian is spoken in the markets of the cities, and the vernacular is 
spoken during traditional ceremonies. For other public domains such as clinics, public announcements, 
and village meetings, the people use both Indonesian and the vernacular, but the vernacular is used more 
frequently. The government health employees in the clinics in Ubrub, Yuruf, and Semografi can speak 
the vernacular quite well, so the people in the villages use the vernacular and Indonesian. For 
announcements and village meetings, Indonesian is officially used; it is often translated into the 
vernacular for those who do not understand Indonesian fully. In church, Indonesian is mostly used, and 
also it is often translated. In Yuruf, the people sing in the vernacular in the church service, though they 
do not yet have any song books in the vernacular. 

6.2.2 Language use of the younger generation 

To determine language vitality, special attention is given to language use of the younger generation for 
evidence of intergenerational shift. During this survey, the younger generation’s language use patterns 
were assessed. The results concerning language use of the younger generation are shown in the following 
table. 

Table 9. Language use of the younger generation 

Domains 
Responses / Languages 

Yuruf Umuaf Yambraf 
Dua Semografi 

Language for talking to their parents I B (I) B (I) B (I) 
Language for talking to their siblings at home I I B B (I) 
Language for playing with friends in the village I B (I) B B 
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Any other languages used more than the vernacular I I No I 
Mixing Indonesian and the vernacular in sentences Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Mixing the vernacular and any other languages in 
sentences 

No No No No 

I = Indonesian; V = Vernacular (Emem); B = Both Indonesian and Emem, ( ) = language used more often 
 

The children and the young people use Indonesian more than the vernacular, even with their 
siblings at home, and also they often mix Indonesian and the vernacular in their conversations. There is 
no other language (i.e. a third language) that they often speak and mix in their conversation except 
Indonesian. In Yuruf, the young people mostly use Indonesian, which means the vernacular is very weak 
among the young generation. 

As indicated in the previous section, for a school language, teachers and students use only 
Indonesian in class, but sometimes they also use the vernacular outside of class or at break time. Most 
children in elementary school can understand and speak Indonesian beginning with first grade. 

6.2.3 Language maintenance 

To help get a clearer picture of language vitality, data is gathered regarding how well the language is 
being maintained. One indicator of language maintenance is intermarriage practices and language use of 
transmigrants who have moved to the village. As indicated above in section 3.2, there is quite a bit of 
intermarriage between Emem speakers and outsiders. There is no restriction on intermarriage with 
people of other languages. Those who have married into the Emem-speaking villages are expected to 
learn the vernacular of their husbands or wives; they use Indonesian and the vernaculars to 
communicate with each other. The village people speak Indonesian to communicate with the 
government employees who have moved from other areas. Of the four villages where questions were 
asked, only Yambraf Dua reported that the indigenous people use Emem with the outsiders who have 
moved into their village. All other villages said they use Indonesian with outsiders who have moved to 
their village. In Yuruf and Yambraf, the villagers stated the transmigrants are learning the vernacular. In 
Umuaf, some are learning the vernacular but not all of them. In Semografi, it was not clear whether or 
not the transmigrants are learning the vernacular. Overall, it appears that intermarriage patterns and 
language use of the transmigrants do not pose a major threat to Emem. 

Another indicator of language maintenance is the language use of the younger generation, which 
was discussed in the section above. Although it is clear Indonesian is by far the dominant language used 
by the children, the parents in all villages stated they teach the vernacular to their children, meaning 
that they correct any errors the children make when they speak the vernacular. The Emem people in 
each village also stated that the parents use both languages, Indonesian and Emem, when they speak to 
their children. If the children fail to learn Emem fluently, this poses a threat to the language. 

There are still some Emem speakers in the villages of Umuaf, Yambraf, and Semografi who do not 
understand Indonesian at all. In Yuruf, according to the mayor there, all the people can use some 
Indonesian. The people in these villages in the Emem community use Indonesian every day, and they 
said that, among them, the young generation was the best at speaking Indonesian. This shows that 
Indonesian is strengthening in use among the Emem people, which could pose a threat to Emem. 

Most of the people in these villages speak Emem and Indonesian and do not use any other 
languages. In Yuruf, the Dera language community interacts frequently with the Emem language 
community. Consequently, most of the villagers can understand Dera, and some can speak it well, too. 
Overall, it does not seem that Dera is a threat to the maintenance of the Emem language. 

6.3 Language attitudes 

Attitudes toward the use of the oral modality of Emem as well as toward the written modality and the 
potential development of their language were explored through formal interviews conducted by the 
survey team. 
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6.3.1 Attitudes toward the oral modality 

For the Emem speakers, there are no restrictions for marrying people from another ethnic group. There 
are some people living in each village who have spouses from another village or ethnic group, which 
suggests they are generally open to contact with other languages. An exception is Yambraf Dua, where 
no one has married outsiders; all the village people are married to others from the same village. 

Indonesian is almost always used in church. However, for announcements following the service, 
usually both languages are used. When the people were asked why both languages are used, or why 
Indonesian announcements are sometimes translated into the vernacular, they said it was so that the 
announcements would be communicated more clearly, and because there are some who do not 
understand Indonesian well. This seems to indicate the people feel that the vernacular must be used for 
clear communication for all the people. When asked about young people mixing Indonesian and the 
vernacular in conversations with their friends, the people in the village of Yuruf have a negative attitude 
about that because they thought that only one language at a time should be used in conversations. On 
the other hand, the people in the village of Umuaf, Yambraf Dua and Semografi, said it was good 
because they could use two languages more effectively in their conversations. The villagers in Umuaf and 
Yuruf felt it was good that the transmigrants were learning the vernacular because it would help with 
communication and because the local people feel they know the vernacular better. This indicates the 
Emem people view their language in a positive way as the best language for clear communication. 

The people from all the Emem villages surveyed believe their own language will still be in use 
twenty years from now and beyond. They stated they do not expect their language to disappear because 
the language has been spoken from the time of their ancestors up to now. 

6.3.2 Attitudes toward the written modality 

Some young people in the village of Yuruf have written songs in their own language, but nobody in the 
villages of Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Dua and Semografi has written anything (songs, letters or stories) in 
their own language. All expressed an interest in reading and writing in their own languages when they 
were asked about it. They were favorable to having some books (such as songbooks, the Bible, folk tales 
and history books) translated into their own language. In addition, the people in the village of Umuaf 
also mentioned dictionaries in their own language as something they would find useful. 

The people in these villages said they were ready to participate in a literacy program and that they 
were also ready to help those who would work for the program by donating time and produce from their 
gardens. In regard to a translation program, they are interested in such a program and said most of the 
village people would participate in the program. The people said they want to learn reading and writing 
both in Indonesian and their own language both for themselves their children. Overall, it appears that, 
although the Emem people have had virtually no experience with writing their own language, they are 
very open to the idea and are willing to participate and help with any vernacular literacy and translation 
programs. 

7 Conclusions 

This section will summarize the conclusion of the survey of the Emem speech community. In section 7.1 
the answers to the research questions of this survey will be organized under the three topics of language 
boundaries and dialect situation, language vitality, and language attitudes. In section 7.2 
recommendations for language development will be presented. 

7.1 Answers to research question 

As described in section 6.1 above, various survey instruments were used in order to answer the specific 
research questions of this survey. In this section, these research questions are reconsidered in light of the 
gathered data. 
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7.1.1 Language boundaries and dialect situation 

At the outset of the survey, the following research question was asked: What is the existing language 
situation as regards the geographical boundaries of the Emem speech varieties, the internal dialect 
situation of the Emem language community, and the level of similarity between Emem and the 
neighboring languages? 

The data show that Emem is spoken in five villages in Web Subdistrict: Yuruf, Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, 
Yambraf Dua, and Semografi. Since the lexical similarity among these villages ranges from 62–84%, it 
can be tentatively concluded that there are two Emem dialects. However the people themselves reported 
that all five villages speak exactly the same language. 

All of the neighboring languages are completely different languages as their lexical similarity with 
Emem ranges from 2–6%. The exception is Zorop, which has 24–27% lexical similarity with Emem and 
so can be considered to have some linguistic similarity with Emem. 

7.1.2 Language vitality 

Before the survey, the following research questions were also asked: What is the situation of Emem 
language vitality, specifically the patterns of language use of the language community, the patterns of 
language use among the younger generation, and how well is Emem being maintained? 

Vernacular language use is still strong among the adults in most of the domains. For the younger 
generation, Indonesian use is stronger than vernacular use; in particular, Indonesian is widely used 
among the young people in the village of Yuruf. The young people, however, also use the vernacular. 
There do not seem to be any severe threats to the maintenance of Emem as long as the children continue 
to become fluent Emem speakers. Overall, the vitality of Emem in Web Subdistrict should be considered 
as still strong. 

7.1.3 Language attitudes 

The third research question asked at the outset of the survey is the following: What are the attitudes of 
the Emem speakers toward the oral and written modalities of their language, as well as toward the 
potential development of their language? 

In general, Emem speakers show positive attitudes toward their spoken language. The people in the 
villages are open towards outsiders who learn to speak Emem, and they feel Emem is the best for clear 
communication. 

The Emem people have positive attitudes toward literacy and translation programs in the 
vernacular, and they also seem to be ready to participate in such programs. In addition, the fact they are 
interested in literacy in both Indonesian and the vernacular for themselves and their children shows they 
desire to keep their own language. 

7.2 Recommendations for language development 

In general, there appears to be a strong desire for language development among the Emem people. The 
population of the Emem language community may be as high as 2,000 people, and their language 
appears to be viable. They are eager to be literate in their own language, and willing to help out with 
such a program. However with such significant use of Indonesian and/or Papuan Malay in this 
community, it appears that one or both of these languages may be significant for meeting their language 
development needs. 

If an Emem language development program is started, it is recommended that such a program 
include activities to help strengthen the language vitality of Emem to ensure that its use does not weaken 
or die out in future generations. Since the Emem people are open to outsiders living among them, any 
language development work can take place on-site in the Emem-speaking area. Since there are many 
community development needs and possibilities in that area, it is likely that community development 
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work may be tied in with the language development program. If it is determined that a vernacular 
language program is needed for the Zorop-speaking people of Warlef, an Emem language development 
program may serve as a reference project for a potential Zorop project since there is some linguistic 
relationship between these languages.23 

7.3 Recommendations for changes to the Ethnologue 

Based on the findings in this survey, there are two recommendations for updates to the fifteenth edition 
of the Ethnologue: 
1. Change the primary name of the language to Emem, since that is the name used by the local people. 

Emumu is a name that can be added to the list of alternate names. 
2. Update the population figure to 2,000. 

                                                   
23 In addition, although there is a very low lexical similarity between Emem and the languages of Dubu and Towe, 
the classification of these languages indicates that there is some similarity. Emem and Zorop are the only two 
languages classified as Trans-New Guinea, Pauwasi, Eastern. Also, Dubu and Towe are the only two languages 
classified as Trans-New Guinea, Pauwasi, Western. There are no other languages classified as Trans-New Guinea, 
Pauwasi. Therefore, it is possible that an Emem language project could serve as a reference project for all three of 
the other Pauwasi languages. 
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Appendix A: Area description 

Economy 

The main sources of livelihood for the Emem-speaking people are hunting and gardening. The people 
hunt pigs or deer in the forests, and they usually plant and harvest in the dry season, which lasts from 
May until December. The main plants they harvest are bananas, corn, cassava, sago, taro, betel nut, 
cocoa, green beans, Swiss chard, breadfruit and sugar cane. People in the village of Yuruf and Semografi 
also have a long-term plan to plant some fruit trees: durian, citrus, coconut, pandanus fruit, avocado, 
matoa and salak. They hope to attain self-sufficiency by means of the harvest in their villages. However, 
it is difficult for them to sell their produce in other villages or cities because transportation is poor. 
There is a market in the village of Yuruf that was set up in 1988, but there is no market in the village of 
Umuaf. The nearest market to Umuaf is in Ubrub, the subdistrict capital, which is just fifteen minutes 
away by foot. The people said the biggest market near these villages is located in Abepura, which is to 
the north, over eight hours away by four-wheel drive vehicle. 

Besides hunting and gardening, there are other economic activities in these villages. In Yuruf and 
Umuaf some people work for a company that produces coconut oil in Arso and Lereh.24 In Umuaf there 
are two chain saws, a boat motor, and a small shop where they can buy some food and household 
supplies. 

In Semografi, besides hunting and gardening, some people are eager to look for gold. Others have 
been looking for Masohi25 trees since 1997. Nobody from Semografi works in other villages or cities. 
There is a chain saw, which was given by the local government, and there is a co-op. Since March 2005, 
the mayor of Semografi has worked hard for the growth of the economy of his village. As a result, the 
Economics Department of Keerom Regency is helping the village with a co-op that is handled by the 
village council. This co-op sells foodstuffs and some household equipment. The construction of an 
airstrip in Semografi has been in process since April 2005. 

Most students who go to live in the cities for education still end up back to their villages after 
finishing their schooling since it is difficult for them to find work there. 

Health sector 

People in these villages typically get their water from rain or the rivers. They commonly purify the water 
by boiling it. Common diseases in the villages are malaria, pleurisy, asthma, diarrhea, tuberculosis, and 
rheumatism. When they have a serious illness, they go to the community health center in their villages 
or the one in Ubrub. Sometimes the government health worker from Ubrub visits the villages where 
there is no health center or health workers. In addition, the people can get medicine from the military 
post in or near their villages. But if they are giving birth or have a non–life-threatening illness, like 
malaria, they just stay home and are treated by traditional means. If someone is possessed by an evil 
spirit, most people have no idea how to heal the person, so they just leave him or her alone. On the 
other hand, some people in the village of Umuaf said they try to heal him or her using traditional 
methods,26 and then the evil spirit is driven out through the person’s hair or ears. Shamans, or traditional 
healers, also live in these villages or hamlets, and most of the people believe the shamans or traditional 
healers can heal the sick. 

There is no public toilet in any these villages. In Semografi, there is a community health center with 
a toilet, but there is no government health employee in the village. In the village of Umuaf, some 
households have toilets, but there is neither a health center nor a health employee in the village. In 
                                                   
24 Arso and Lereh are villages located to the north and northeast of Senggi Subdistrict. 
25 The people sell the bark of this tree to traders. The survey team gathered no information on what it is used for. 
26 The survey team did not receive any detailed information about traditional methods. It seemed that the people did 
not know very much about this either. 
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Yuruf, the mayor said that five percent of the households have toilets. There is a community health 
center and a government health employee in Yuruf. In Yambraf Satu and Yambraf Dua, there is no health 
center or health employee. 

Infrastructure 

In this section various aspects of the area’s infrastructure are discussed. These aspects include public 
institutions, communication and electricity, and transportation. 

Public institutions 

There are no government buildings in the five Emem-speaking villages except for a police station in 
Ubrub, the subdistrict capital. Each of these villages has a public meeting hall except for Yambraf Satu 
and Yambraf Dua. There are no traditional houses used for traditional ceremonies in these villages. 

A mayor is typically elected by the people of the village. The place of origin and the age (in 
parentheses) of all the leaders of these villages are shown below in table 10. 

Table 10. Origin and age of leaders 

Village Mayor Traditional Leader 
(Chief) Religious Leader 

Yuruf Yuruf (39) Yuruf (70) Flores (30s) 
Umuaf Umuaf (30s) Umuaf (49) Sorong (50s) 
Yambraf Satu & Yambraf 
Dua 

Yambraf Satu 
(50s) 

Yambraf Dua 
(40s) 

Yambraf Satu (30s) 

Semografi Semografi (51) Semografi (40s) Semografi (30s) 
 

As indicated in the table above, all the mayors and traditional leaders originate from the villages 
that they lead. Yambraf Satu and Yambraf Dua have one mayor and one chief who govern both villages. 
The mayor lives in Yambraf Satu, and the chief lives in Yambraf Dua. Two of the religious leaders of the 
Emem people are indigenous, while the other two religious leaders are from outside areas. 

Communication and electricity 

There is no post office in the Emem-speaking villages or in Ubrub, the subdistrict capital. The main 
means of communication with outsiders is to use Single Side Band Radio (SSB) or to send a message with 
someone who is traveling out of the area. 

In Yuruf, there is a diesel generator, which was donated by government in 2003. However, it has 
not been used because there is no electrical wiring or fuel, so it just sits in the public meeting hall. 
Therefore, the Yuruf people have no electricity. There is a satellite TV and a small generator in the house 
of the mayor of this village, also given by the government. Some people gather at his house to watch 
television every evening. The military and the parish house have an SSB, so the people usually use one of 
these two options to communicate with the outside world via SSB. 

In Umuaf, there is no electricity or SSB, but there is a satellite TV, which had not been working for 
two months prior to the survey team’s visit to the village. The people go to the military, the police 
station, or the parish house in Ubrub to use an SSB when they want to communicate with the outside 
world. 

In Semografi, there is a diesel generator and a satellite TV that were donated by the government in 
2004. There is an SSB at the military post that the village people use to communicate with the outside. 

In Yambraf Satu, the survey team saw a satellite TV but was unable to get information about 
whether or not it is in working condition. 
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Transportation 

There is no public transportation throughout the Emem-speaking area; people usually travel to other 
villages on foot. Privately owned four-wheel drive vehicles and dump trucks function as a kind of private 
transportation, making runs from Abepura to Jembatan Web several times a week. The trip takes over 
eight hours, and the fare is the equivalent of about $5.00–$7.00 USD27 per person. 

There are airstrips in Yuruf and Ubrub, and the military in these villages has helicopters, but people 
travel to other villages on foot because flights are very expensive. In Umuaf, the people use boats along 
the river to go to Jembatan Web. There are no roads between the villages, but the people cross over the 
mountains, rivers or streams to visit other villages, which can be quite a difficult hike. If the rivers and 
streams are swollen after a heavy rain, it is impossible to get to other villages. However, the people in 
the villages of Umuaf and Ubrub can go back and forth on foot relatively easily. There was a road in 
Web Subdistrict in 2000, but it became overgrown since the bridges collapsed and there were not 
enough cars using the road. The road is covered with grass and is only used as an alternative walking 
path when there is a big flood. Travel to villages of the neighboring languages takes quite a bit of time. 
For example, it takes one day on foot to reach Ubrub from Dubu. 

Religious situation 

The Catholic Church has been very strong in Web Subdistrict since 1953. The indigenous people in all 
these villages said that they are all Catholic and attend a Catholic church. There are also Protestant 
Churches: GKI in the village of Ubrub and GKII28 in the village of Umuaf. These churches are attended by 
outsiders, not the local people. There is no Catholic Church building in Umuaf, Yambraf Satu, or 
Yambraf Dua, so the people from these villages attend the Catholic Church in Ubrub. 

Although all the Emem people consider themselves to be Catholic, they still practice and hold on to 
traditional religious beliefs. As mentioned previously, shamans continue to have a significant role in 
these communities in terms of healing the sick. In most cases, when the people have a serious illness, 
they go to the community health center in their villages or Ubrub. For other cases, they stay in their 
villages and use traditional methods for healing. Even though the influence of traditional religion is still 
present, there is no prohibition against meeting with outsiders on account of religion or tradition in 
these villages. 

Community development 

No specific community development program has been undertaken in any of the Emem-speaking 
villages. The people said the village community does its own development without any help from the 
outside. The government provided generators or a satellite TV to each village in 2004 and has promised 
they would begin a community development program that included transportation. However, the 
program has not yet been started. 

As the mayor in the village of Semografi is very eager for development, he has tried to cooperate 
with the government. In addition, he made some improvements to the people’s livelihood and 
transportation, such as starting a cooperative store, improving the airstrip, and opening a school. 

There are many community development needs in the Emem-speaking villages, including clean 
water sources, toilets, and other improvements to their health care. Another great need is improving 
transportation among the villages so they can more easily market their goods. 

 

                                                   
27 One USD was equal to 9,500 Indonesian Rupiah at the time of the survey. 
28 GKI (Gereja Kristin Injili di Tanah Papua) and GKII (Gereja Kemah Injil Indonesia) are denominations of the 
Protestant Church. 
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Appendix B: Emem wordlists 

 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
   1. head/kepala jɛˈbekɔɭ jɛˈbe jɛˈbe jɛˈbekɔɭ 
   2. hair/rambut ˈjɛbepai jɛˈbepai mæpai mæpai 
   3. eye/mata jí jí jí jí 
   4. ear/telinga wuˈbikɔɭ wuˈbi wɔbij wɔbij 
   5. nose/hidung mɛkɔɭ mɛ mɛ mɛ 
   6. mouth/mulut ˈtɔmɛ ˈtomɛ tɔpkɔl tɔmɛ 
   7. lip/bibir tɔpkɔɭ tɔpkɔɭ tɔpˈjibi tɔpˈjibi 
   8. tooth/gigi jɔkɔɭ jɔ jɔ jɔ 
   9. tongue/lidah ˈmenarəp ˈmenarəp tɔpkamb tɔpkamb 
  10. upper arm/tangan jaikɛ jai jai jai 
  11. elbow/siku jaiˈkɭubike jaiˈkɭubike/jaikɛ jaiˈkɭubi jaikɛ 
  12. finger/jari jairi jɛˈrɛ jairɛ jaitɔβɔi/jairɛ 
  13. fingernail/kuku kɨmdi kibin/kɨmdi kɨβin kɨβɨn 
  14. breast/susu mɔm mɔm mɔm mɔm 
  15. stomach/perut ˈjaɭɨ ˈjaɭɨ ˈjaɭɛ ˈjaɭɛ 
  16. liver/hati jɔŋɡʷai jɔŋɡʷi jɔŋɡʷai jɔŋɡai 
  17. leg/kaki puˈkɨ pu pú pú 
  18. knee/lutut ɔɡuɭkɨ ɔɡɭu ɔɡuɭkɔɭ ˈɔɡlu 
  19. body hair/bulu ˈpɔlɔpai ˈpɔɭɔpai pɔlopai pai 
  20. skin/kulit aβɨ aβɨ jiˈbi ˈjiβi 
  21. blood/darah mɜp jɨˈrɨ jɛˈɭi jɛˈɭi 
  22. bone/tulang kɔl kɔl kɔl kɔl 
  23. flesh/daging mi mi mi mi 
  24. urine/air kencing ˈtuŋɡuɭ ˈtuŋɡuɭ ˈtuŋɡuɭ ˈtuŋɡuɭ 
  25. faeces/tahi tɔkɔɨ tɔxɔɨ tɔxɔi tɔxʷɛ 
  26. person/orang aləp aləp aləp aɭəp 
  27. man/laki-laki ˈjɔβɛ ˈjɔβɛ pæmu pəmu 
  28. woman/perempuan ˈɛɭmɨ ˈɛɭmɨ/ɛɭmi ˈɛɭmi ˈɛɭmɨ 
  29. husband/suami ˈkɛaɭdip/jɔbɔi ˈkɛaɭdip/jɔbɔi jɔbɔi jɔbɔi/pəmumaik 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
  30. wife/isteri imbiˈɖip imbiˈɖip embinˈɖip ˈeɭmemaɨk 
  31. mother/ibu ˈɔmu ˈɔmu ˈɔmu ˈɔmu 
  32. father/ayah ˈaβao ˈaβao/aba aβa aβa 
  33. child/anak pop pop pop póp 
  34. elder sister/kakak 

perempuan ˈnana ˈnana/ˈnaɛlmɛˈpop ˈnana naˈjɔ 

  35. elder brother/kakak laki-
laki ˈnaja ˈnaja/naijɔbɛˈpop ˈnaja naˈnɔ 

  36. younger sister/adik 
perempuan ˈnana nenaɛɭmɛpop ˈnana nenajɔ/ano 

  37. younger bother/adik 
laki-laki naˈnai nenajɔbɛˈpop neˈnai nan 

  38. grandmother/nenek aˈta atʰa atao ataˈwa 
  39. grandfather/tete aˈpe aˈpɛ pubuŋɡu apɛj 
  40. grandchildren/cucu amamu ˈamamu ˈamamu ˈpoboŋ 
  41. friend/teman ŋɡʷaβˈwaɭəp ᵑɡʷaβˈwaɭəp ᵑɡʷabijɛɭ ᵑɡwaβaɭəp/ᵑɡʷabijɛɭ 
  42. I/saya ɔnao ɔna ɔnao wonao 
  43. you(sg.)/kamu mɔ mao mao mao 
  44. s/he/dia smao smao smao smao 
  45. we(excl.)/kami ninao ninao ninao ninao 
  46. we(incl.)/kita ˈnəmouneŋɡɛ ninao ninao nino 
  47. you(pl.)/kalian ˈnəmouˈoɭobau nimau aɭəp nimau aɭəp nima aɭəp 
  48. they/mereka smao smao smao smao 
  49. bird/burung ɔɭˈumu ɔɭˈumu and ɔɭˈumu 
  50. wing/sayap aːpkɔɭ aːpkɔɭ jaifo aɭmuˈjɔwɛ 
  51. egg/telur jɛń jɛń jɛń jɛn 
  52. rat/tikus rumah naːpkamb naːpˈpreli naːpˈpreli naːpˈpreli 
  53. bandicoot/tikus tanah jendɨ jendɨ jendɨ/parai parai 
  54. dog/anjing énd énd mou mou 
  55. tail/ekor kɔɭɛkɔɭ kɔɭɛ kɔɭɛi/kɔɭɛkɔɭ kɔɭɛ 
  56. pig/babi fəɽ feɽ fɛɭ feɭ 
  57. fish/ikan ⁿdɛˈkamb ⁿdɛˈɡamb ⁿdɛˈkamb ⁿdɛˈɡamb 
  58. snake/ular təˈnam təˈnam təˈnam təˈnam 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
  59. goanna/soasoa jɔˈrɔm jɔˈrɔm pam pam 
  60. worm/cacing ᵑɡwi ᵑɡwi ɡwi ᵑɡwi 
  61. mosquito/nyamuk ˈjɛŋɡaɭ ˈjɛŋɡaɭ kreˈɭití ˈkreliti 
  62. louse/kutu jeməɭ jemeɭ jemeɭ jemeɭ 
  63. crocodile/buaya wɔ wɔndˈfɛɭ wɔndˈfɛɭ wendˈfɛɭ 
  64. leech/lintah ˈpraɭ ˈpraɭ ˈpraɭ ˈpraɭ 
  65. cassowary/kasuari ˈpasɨ ˈpasɨ pən pasɨ 
  66. ant/semut ˈputi ˈputi/poeti pæiti pæiti 
  67. cuscus/kuskus pohon jɔ jɔ jaiɭi jaiɭi 
  68. tree kangaroo/laolao ˈsaːmbʷɛ ˈsaːmbʷɛ pəˈsi pəˈsi 
  69. kangaroo/kanguru seˈbər seˈbər suəˈri suəˈri/seˈbər 
  70. tree/pohon waɭˈnaɭi waɭˈnaɭi/jɔɭˈnaɭi jao jao 
  71. bark/kulit kayu ˈwaɭabɛ ˈwaɭabɛ/jɔɭabɛ jɔɭiˈbi ˈjaujiβi 
  72. leaf/daun pai pai pai pai 
  73. root/akar pliɡai piliɡai pəɡli srop 
  74. thorn/duri wí wí wí wí 
  75. seed/biji jɔkɔɭ jɔ jɔ jɔú 
  76. betel nut/pinang wan wan wan wan 
  77. chewing betel/sirih jur/juɭ jur/juɭ jur/juɭ juɭ 
  78. lime/kapur tɛɭ tɛɭ tɛɭ tɛɭ 
  79. green coconut/kelapa 

muda ɔbukɭɛ ɔbukɭɛ ɔbukɭɛ ɔbukɭɛi 

  80. coconut/kelapa(tua) ɔbukaɭi ɔbukⁿdaikɔl ɔbukⁿdaikɔl ɔbukⁿdaikɔl 
  81. banana/pisang sumbʷi somˈbɛ sɔmˈbɛi sɔmˈbɛi 
  82. salt/garam ɔxʷɛ ɔxʷɛ ɔxʷɛi ɔxʷɔi 
  83. cassava/kasbi [NO ENTRY] [NO ENTRY] [NO ENTRY] tɛi 
  84. breadfruit/sukun ou ou ou ou 
  85. taro/keladi [NO ENTRY] [NO ENTRY] [NO ENTRY] ˈtuaŋjɛɭkamb 
  86. sweet potato/betatas bibi sebro sebro sebro/ᵐbuɡi 
  87. sago tree/pohon sagu nenaɭɛ naˈnaɭɛ neiˈnaɭi neiˈnaɭɛ 
  88. sago flour/isi sagu nɨmi nɨmi/nɛkaɭɛ nɨmi/pán ˈpankaɭɨ 
  89. sago porridge/papeda nɛ ́ nɛ ́ nɛi nɛi 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
  90. sago pancake/sinole pan pan ˈjeŋɡapán jɛŋɡaˈpan 
  91. rice/beras tuaŋɡɔˈbeni tuaŋɡɛmˈbeni tuaŋɡɜmˈbeni ˈtuaŋɡempan 
  92. rice/nasi tuaŋɡɔˈbeni tuaŋɡɛmˈbeni tuaŋɡɜmˈbeni ˈtuaŋɡɔmmnei 
  93. bamboo/bambu ˈwɔxɔnkɛ ˈwɔxɔn amkɔɭ ˈwoɡonkoɭ 
  94. kunai/alang-alang maŋk pip/maŋk pip pip/ɛipai 
  95. rattan/rotan taŋkɨ taŋkɔɭ pakɔɭ paˈkei/pakɔɭ 
  96. soil/tanah aβɛˈɭmi/kʷarmi aβɛˈɭmi/kʷarmi/kʷar aβɛˈɭmi/kʷarmi kʷar 
  97. stone/batu jɔme jɔmeˈkoɭ pəɭi peɭi 
  98. sand/pasir ˈkəɭək ˈkəɭək ˈkəɭək ˈkəɭək 
  99. beach/pantai tɔxaiˈendeˈfi toxaiˈendeˈfi endfi endfi 
100. mud/Lumpur kʷarmi kʷartaɡɭɛ kʷartaɡɭɛ kaɭ 
101. water/air end end énd énd 
102. sea/laut ˈaɭmasi ˈaɭmasi ˈaɭmasi ˈaɭmasi 
103. river/sungai enˈdəkup ˈendəkup ˈtɔxaiend ˈtɔxaiend 
104. lake/danau endaukɭi endaukɭi endaukɭi endaukɭi 
105. cloud/awan kɔː kɔː kɔː kɔː 
106. rain/hujan aɭ aɭ aɭ aɭ 
107. sky/langit(biru) ˈjemaɭabi ˈjemaɭabi jɛmaɭkɔɭ jɛmaɭkɔɭ 
108. wind/angina uwi uwi uwi uwi 
109. sun/matahari jemaɭ jemaɭ jemaɭ jemaɭ 
110. moon/bulan juŋɡ juŋɡ juŋɡ juŋɡ 
111. night/malam kuˈmur kuˈmur kuˈmur kuˈmur 
112. star/bintang tərmɨ tərmɨ teɭmei teɭmei 
113. fire/api jau jau jau jau/jaumi 
114. smoke/asap sor sor jasor soɭ 
115. ashes/abu ⁿdu ⁿdu ⁿduˈwubi ⁿdu 
116. forest/hutan ˈwaɭpaiaβəɭ ˈwaɭpaiaβəɭ aˈβəɭ aˈβɛɭ 
117. mountain/gunung aβəɭˈwi aβəɭˈwi aβɭuwi aβɛɭwi 
118. garden/kebun faːr faːr joβaɭ joβaɭ/joβaɭmɛk 
119. house/rumah nap naːp naːp naːp 
120. roof/atap pɭi pɭi pɭi pəɭi 
121. village/kampung namb némb némb némb 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
122. fence/pagar feˈɭemai feˈɭmai feˈɭmai feˈɭmai 
123. rope/tali taːŋk taŋk paːk paːk 
124. canoe/perahu ˈendmeɡambwaɭabe ˈendmeɡambwaɭabe ˈendmeɡambwaɭabe/ 

ˈendmeɡambˈjoɭabe 
ˈendmeɡambjelke 

125. paddle/dayung ˈendjiŋɡikapkɔɭ ˈendjɔɡʷaɡɔp ˈendkoɡaɡəpkap ˈendmitɔxɔbaxɔp 
126. path(road)/jalanan mai mai mai axɔp 
127. machete/parang majaˈɭi mejaˈɭi mejaˈɭɨ mejaˈɭɨ 
128. axe/kapak təˈmak teˈmaɡɔ tamaɡɔ tamaɡɔ 
129. bow/busur aːp aːp aːp aːp 
130. arrow/anak panah omb/ombab omb omb omb/ombap 
131. knife/pisau aˈmi aˈmi/beo ˈtebau ˈtebau 
132. net bag/noken jam jam jam jam 
133. this/ini məˈma məˈman məˈman məˈmane 
134. that/itu sma sˈma ˈmɔŋkan okoˈrane 
135. here/di sini seˈrafək/məmafək seˈramək/memamek ˈməmamek məmaˈne 
136. there/di situ suŋɡʷamek suŋɡʷamek ˈmuŋɡʷafek smane 
137. over there/di sana ˈsuŋɡʷamben ˈsuŋɡʷamben/muŋɡʷamben ˈmuŋɡʷamaik oβramek 
138. above/di atas naɭɨk naɭɨk ˈnaɭɛk ˈnaɭɛk/aβɛˈjak 
139. below/di bawah aˈblək aˈblək aˈblək aβɭɛk 
140. in front/di depan mikin miɡɨn mikmai mikmaik 
141. behind/di belakang waˈken weaɡen ŋɡomaik wejakmaik 
142. inside/di dalam mɛk mɛk mɛk mek 
143. outside/di luar ᵐboɨn limbik umbiˈmaik elimˈbek 
144. left/kiri jamɡʷainai jamɡʷainifi jamɡʷaiˈnefi jaŋɡanˈfimek 
145. right/kanan ˈjaipɭaɡanai ˈjaipɭaɡanaifi jaipɭɛkaiˈnaifi jaiplekfimaik 
146. black/hitam nukɭɨ jæɡɭɛ jæɡɭɛ jaˈxle/noxle 
147. white/putih weɭe wɔˈɭe wɔbi woˈβi 
148. red/merah moŋɡai moŋɡai mɔŋɡai moŋɡai 
149. green/hijau d͡ʒiɡikɔl jiɡikɔl jiɡikɔɭ ˈjiɡikor 
150. blue/biru ɨbɨbɨɭ ɨbɨbɨɭ ɨbɨbɨɭ ɨbɨbɨɭ 
151. yellow/kuning jaɭ kɔŋɡakɔɭ jarˈkɔɭ kɔŋˈɡan 
152. all/semua neŋɡei neŋɡe ᵑɡɛnɛ neŋɡɛi 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
153. many/banyak kinai tɔxai tɔxai tɔxai 
154. one/satu ɡrakamb ɡrakamb ᵑɡrak ɡeraŋɡ/ɡrakamb 
155. two/dua anɡʷabe anaŋk anaŋk anəŋkaβəi 
156. three/tiga inɡʷabe jiniŋɡ jiniŋɡ jiniŋɡaβei 
157. four/empat jajaɭ jajaɭ jajaɭ ijaɭaβei 
158. five/lima dikaˈken dik dik ⁿdikoβei 
159. six/enam tokʷaᵐbək tokʷambək ˈtokʷambək tokamβək 
160. seven/tujuh ˈtekəbak ˈtekəbak fəjaikɔɭ feknek 
161. eight/delapan jaisrok jɔɡuˈbuk endflu joɡub 
162. nine/sembilan fɭɨk jaisrok srok srap 
163. ten/sepuluh umuk fɭɛk flɛ flek 
164. twenty/dua puluh anəŋkfɔɡap anəŋfɔɡap anəŋfɔɡap [NO ENTRY] 
165. big/besar tɔxaipeɭai tɔxai tɔxai tɔxai 
166. small/kecil kekaɭˈmɭɔk neˈbe tenaiˈlek ˈtemaiɭek 
167. old(things)/lama mik miktamb mikˈtum miktamb 
168. new/baru ˈoklamb ˈoktamb oɡuˈtum ˈokmantam 
169. old(people)/tua miktam popɭaikɔɭ pralikɔɭ pralikɔɭ 
170. young/muda aɭəp ple aɭəp plɨ kɭei kɭei 
171. hot/panas to ˈtuwi ˈtuwi towi 
172. cold/dingin priɡli priɡli nemˈbaɭi nembaˈɭi 
173. good/baik kelembai kep ˈkeɭmbai ˈkenembai 
174. bad/rusak(jahat) jɔbɔɭ aɭəp jɔbɔɭ aɭəp jɔbɔɭ aɭəp jɔbɔɭ aɭɔp 
175. sharp/tajam wi wí wí wí 
176. dull/tumpul ŋɡokol ŋɡokoɭ/ᵑɡo ŋɡokoɭ/ᵑɡo fikɔɭ 
177. near/dekat fərmək/pulfik fərmək/pulfik pulfik puɭfik 
178. far/jauh lɨfək lɨfək lɨfək elɨfək 
179. wet/basah fnaɡɭi/fiˈɡi fnaɡɭɨ fnaɡɭɨ fnaɡɭɨ 
180. dry/kering ⁿdai ⁿdai ⁿdai/ⁿdaikɔɭ ⁿdai 
181. long/panjang ɭi eɭikʷaβɨ eɭikʷaβɨ eɭi/eɭipaɭɨ 
182. short(things)/pendek ˈfaitɛkɭi ˈfaitɛkɭi ˈfaiˈtɛkɭi fai/faiˈtekɭi 
183. tall/tinggi likʷabɨ naɭiˈkuk ɭí elijaɭɔp/naɭɨk 
184. short(people)/pendek fai aβɭəktai aβɭəktai aβɭək 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
185. blind/buta d͡ʒifli jifli ˈjifli jifli 
186. deaf/tuli nenaɭ wuβinaɭi wuβinenaɭ wuβinenaɭ 
187. see/lihat eŋɡai jeŋɡ ˈjeŋɡa ᵑɡɛi 
188. hear/dengar wau wau wau wau 
189. know/tahu nik nik nik nik 
190. speak/berkata seɭ seɭ seɭ seɭ 
191. tired/capai uwi uwi uwi ouwijane 
192. afraid/takut fərˈɡap fəlˈɡap fəlˈɡap fəlˈkap 
193. sleep/tidur amb amb amb ámb 
194. sit/duduk taŋk taŋk taŋk taŋɡ 
195. wake up/bangun fɭəp fɭəp fɭəp fɭəp 
196. awaken/membangunkan kəməŋɡai kemaŋɡ kəməŋk kəmɡopar 
197. stand/berdiri fɭəˈfakai fɭəˈfak fləf ˈflesir 
198. walk/berjalan kaki punduˈkʷab punduˈkʷap pundˈaxɔp axoβae 
199. run/lari keŋɡenkʷab kaiˈkʷap kaiˈkʷap ˈfurɡɭoxomβai 
200. swim/berenang oɭ oɭ oɭ oˈlujoxop 
201. fly/terbang fuɡaːsap fuɡakʷap fuɡaˈsap keɡroˈkop 
202. wash/cuci sreɭ sreɭ sreɭ sereɭ 
203. scratch/garuk wur wur wur ur 
204. hold/pegang ˈfeɡejak ˈsepeɡejap ˈfeɡejak seβeɡeˈjak 
205. split(wood)/belah kerˈɡap kerˈɡap kerˈɡap kreˈɡəɭ 
206. tie/ikat jexai jexai ⁿdɔɡap ⁿdɔɡap 
207. dig/gali joɡoɭ joɡoɭ joɡoɭ joɡoɭ 
208. stab/tikam faɭop faɭop faləp falop 
209. fall/jatuh kriˈlip piɡaˈpɭɛɡap axupɔkoɽ aɡoˈpokoɭ 
210. drop(tr)/menjatuhkan fərɡafak fərɡafak fərɡakar sambˈser 
211. bathe/mandi umuɭ umuɭ ⁿdɔɭ umuɭ 
212. bathe/memandikan səmbaumuɭ ˈsəmbaumuɭ ˈsəmbaumuɭ sabamuɭajɛ 
213. eat/makan fəɭ fəɭ fəɭ fəɭ 
214. drink/minum endfəɭ endfəɭ endfəɭ endfəɭ 
215. kill/bunuh fubuɭ/jaŋɡop fubuɭ/jaŋɡop fubuɭ/jaŋɡop fuk/jaŋɡop 
216. die/mati sumbi sumbi sumbi sumbi 
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 English/Indonesian Emem: Yuruf Emem: Umuaf Emem: Yambraf Dua Emem: Semografi 
217. give/memberi(kasih) səmba sənɨŋ səneŋɡ seneŋɡ sənəŋɡ 
218. come/datang kɭop kɭop kɭobaje kɭop 
219. go/pergi kʷap kʷap aɡˈɔp axop 
220. laugh/tertawa jind jind jind jɨnd 
221. cry/menangis em em em em 
222. burn(intr)/bakar koˈboɭ koˈboɭ jakoˈboɭ koˈboɭ 
223. burn(tr)/membakar janɡ janɡ jeŋɡap ˈjɛŋɡap 
224. dry in sun/menjemur ərlum ˈjemalakek jemaɭakmbab jemaɭˈfek 
225. blow/tiup fuɭ fuɭ fuɭ fuɭ 
226. hit/pukul siɡiɭ siɡiɭ siɡiɭ ˈpokor 
227. search/cari oˈboɭ oˈboɭ oˈboɭ kejar 
228. shoot/panah jaŋˈɡop jaŋˈɡop jaŋˈɡop jaŋˈɡop 
229. bite/gigit joɡ jamb jamb jamb 
230. cough/batuk bum bum ombum bum/kaɡəm 
231. no(not)/tidak me muɜ ˈmoano moˈno 
232. language/bahasa kaɭ kaɭ kaɭ kaːɭ 
233. name/nama ei ei ei ei 
234. who/siapa waˈnap waˈnap waˈno wauno 
235. what/apa ebainap eβejá aˈβeno aˈbeno 
236. where/di mana mambeˈnap maˈná ˈmamaikno ˈmamaiɡono 
237. when/kapan meŋɡaɭˈnap meŋɡaɭa mambejakno ˈmaɡarnno 
238. why/kenapa ɛβɛmekɡanap ɛβɛmeɡja ˈɛβɛinokno ˈebenokro 
239. how many/berapa ˈmiɡindnap ˈmiɡindá ˈmiɡindá ˈmɨndeɡno 
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Appendix C: Emem sentences 

287. That person came yesterday. (English) 
Orang itu datang kemarin. (Indonesian) 
semɑ ɑɭəp jibiɭ klɑnembɑ (Emem from Yuruf ) 
semɑ ɑɭəp jiβiɭ kɭɑnembɑ (Emem from Umuaf) 
semɑ ɑɭəp jiβiɭ kɭonembɑ (Emem from Yambraf Dua) 
smɑ ɑɭɔp ɭejo jiβiɭ kɭopombono (Emem from Semografi) 
 
288. That woman came yesterday. 
Wanita itu datang kemarin. 
semɑ ɑɭemi jibil klɑnembɑ 
semɑ ɑɭemi jibiɭ kɭɑnembɑ 
smɑ ɑɭemei jiβiɭ kɭonembɑ 
ɑɭeme jiβiɭ kɭopombono 
 
289. S/he came yesterday. 
Dia datang kemarin. 
semɑ jibil kɭɑnembɑ 
semɑ jibil klɑnembɑ 
smɑ jiβiɭ kɭonembɑ 
smɑ lijɑu jiβil kɭopombono 
 
290. That person eats cooked-rice. 
Orang itu makan nasi. 
semɑ ɑɭəpsɑ tuɑŋɡɔmbenɨ felnembɑ 
semɑ ɑɭəp tuɑŋɡɔmbenɨ feɭnembɑ 
smɑ ɑɭəp tuɑŋɡombeni feɭnemb 
smɑ ɑɭɔp tuɑŋɡomnei feɭnɔɑ 
 
291. S/he eats cooked-rice. 
Dia makan nasi. 
semɑ tuɑŋɡɔmbenɨ felnembɑ 
semɑ tuɑŋɡombenɨ feɭnembɑ 
smɑ tuɑŋɡombeni feɭnemb 
mɑu tuɑŋɡomnei feɭ 
 
292. The dog bit that person. 
Anjing menggigit orang itu. 
end semɑ ɑɭəp jɑmbnembɑ 
end semɑ ɑɭəp jɑmbnembɑ 
mou ɑɭəp jɑmb 
mɑu ɑɭop jɑmb 
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293. The dog bit him/her. 
Anjing menggigitnya 
end joknombɑ 
end jɑmbenembɑ 
mou ɑɭəp jɑmb 
mɑu jɑmb 
 
294. That person is sick. 
Orang itu sakit. 
semɑ ɑɭep binɨmbɑ 
semɑ ɑɭep binɨmbɑ 
smɑ ɑɭepbi 
ɑɭɔp mbi 
 
295. S/he is sick. 
Dia sakit. 
semɑ ᵐbi 
semɑ ᵐbinɨmbɑ 
smɑo ᵐbinɨmbɑ 
ɑɭɔp mbi 
 
296. That person gave money to my father. 
Orang itu memberikan uang kepada bapak saya. 
semɑ ɑɭəp ɑβɑn wɑɭepɑi seneŋɡɑnbɑ onomɑβɑn 
semɑ ɑɭəp ɑβɑn wɑɭepɑi seneŋnembɑ onoβɑβɑn 
smɑ ɑɭəpɑi ɑβɑn seneŋɡɑnəmbɑ  
ɑɭɔp ɑɭəβɑu ɑβon pɑisenəŋk 
 
297. S/he gave money to my father. 
Dia memberikan uang kepada bapak saya. 
semɑu sembɑ wɑlpɑi seneŋɡɑnbɑ onombɑβɑn 
semɑ sembɑ wɑlpɑi seneŋɡɑnbɑ onomβɑβɑn 
smɑ ɑɭəpɑi ɑβɑn seneŋɡɑnəmbɑ  
smɑ ɑɭəp ɑβon wɑɭpɑi seneŋk 
 
298. That person gave my father money. 
Orang itu memberikan bapak saya uang. 
semɑ ɑlop sembɑ seneŋɡɑnembɑ onomb ɑbɑn wɑlpɑi 
soŋɡo ɑɭəp onoβɑβɑn wɑɭpɑi seneŋɡɑnembɑ onoβɑβɑn 
smɑ ɑɭəp wonomɑβɑn wɑɭpɑi seneŋɡɑnəm 
smɑ ɑɭɔp pɑi seneŋɡɑnəm 
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299. That person gave him/her money. 
Orang itu memberikan dia uang. 
semɑ ɑɭop seneŋɡɑnembɑ wɑlpɑi semɑn 
semɑ ɑɭop seneŋɡɑnembɑ wɑlpɑi semɑn 
smɑ ɑɭəp bɑu semɑn wɑlpɑi seneŋɡɑnəm 
jeŋɡrɑk ɑɭɔp mejɑɭent jɔɭkɑɭəp fəkɭəp 
 
300. Someone is cutting wood with a machete. 
Seseorang sedang memotong kayu dengan parang. 
ɡeŋɡrɑk ɑləp sembɑ wɑɭ jiklip mɑjɑnɑbɑ 
ɡeŋɡrɑk ɑɭəp sembɑ wɑɭ jiklip mɑjɑnɑbɑ 
ɡeŋɡrɑk ɑɭəp mejɑɭen joɭkɑɭ 
neŋɡɛi nembək tɑŋɡəp 
 
301. They are staying/living in the village. 
Mereka tinggal di kampung. 
semɑ ɑləp nimbik tɑnɑbɑ 
semɑ ɑɭəp nəmbək tɑnɑbɑn 
smɑ ɑɭəp nəmbək tɑŋɡənɑβən 
ɑɭɔp nembək ɑxɔp 
 
302. That person went to the village. 
Orang itu sudah pergi ke kampung. 
semɑ ɑɭəp wɑkel nembem kombɑnembɑ 
semɑ ɑɭəp wɑkeɭ nembem kombɑnembɑ 
smɑ ɑɭəp nəmbək tuɡunɑβən 
ɑɭɔp nembək ⁿdəpkɭop 
 
303. That person (just) came from the village. 
Orang itu baru saja datang dari kampung. 
semɑ ɑɭəp okɑl koɭɑnembɑ nembendip 
semɑ ɑɭəp okɑɭ koɭɑnembɑ nembendip 
smɑ ɑɭəp nembmɑidip 
ɑɭɔp ɑxɔp eɭmei ɑxɔp 
 
304. That person went with his wife/mother. 
Orang itu sudah pergi dengan istri/ibunya. 
semɑ ɑɭəp neleb imbidibund kombɑnembɑ 
semɑ ɑɭəp nelep imbidibund kombɑnembɑ 
smɑ ɑɭəp ɨmbindip ɑɡopnəmbəno 
ɑɭɔp bəɭəɑxɔp 
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305. That person leaves tomorrow. 
Orang itu berangkat besok. 
semɑ ɑləp bol kʷɑmɑk kʷɑmɑkeɑ 
semɑ ɑɭəp boɭ kwɑbonombɑ 
smɑ ɑɭəp boɭ ɑɡopwɑnəmbəno 
mɑukep tuɑŋɡəmnei feɭɑnəm nejæ 

 
 
306. Does s/he eat rice? 
Apakah dia makan nasi 
memeɡiɑ semɑsɑ wɑkel tuɑŋɡombeni filiniʔ 
semɑɭəp tuɑŋɡembeni feɭteriɑnɨ 
smɑ ɑɭəp tuɑŋɡombeni woɭɑi fɭiɑni 
no data 
 
307. Eat rice! 
Makan nasi! 
tuɑŋɡombenefel 
tuɑŋɡembenifeɭ 
tuɑŋɡombənifəɭ 
tuɑŋneifəl 
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Appendix D: Community leader questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Questions for the Mayor/Chief/Subdistrict Leader 
May 2003 
 

Village: ___________________ 
Subdistrict: ___________________ 
Regency: ___________________ 
Researcher’s Name: ___________________ 
Date: ___________________ 
 

GENERAL: 
Name:  ________________________; Place of birth:  _________________ Education: ________________ 
Mother tongue: ___________________; Language used at home: ________________________________________ 
 

DEMOGRAPHICS: 
1.  How many residents live in this village?  _________Households; _________People 
2.  Are there foreigners who live in this village/hamlet?  Y / N  How many?  _______ 
 a.   From what country do they originate? 
        1. ______________________ 3. ______________________ 
        2. ______________________ 4. ______________________ 
  b.   Why do they live here?   lumber / mining / mission / other: _______ 
3. Are there people from other ethnic groups who are living here?   Y / N 
 a.   From what ethnic groups?      …and how many people? 
       1. ________________: ______ 3. ________________: ______ 
       2. ________________: ______ 4. ________________: ______ 
 b.   Why do they live here?   work / marriage / other: _________________ 
4. Are there members of this ethnic group who have married other ethnic groups?   Y / N 
 What ethnic groups? _____________ / ______________ / _________________ 
 

ECONOMY: 
5. What is the main source of livelihood for people in this village?   agriculture /   hunting / fishing / 
forestry / gold / eaglewood / _______________ / ________________ 
a. When does planting season begin? J   F   M   A   M   J   J   A   S   O   N   D 
When does harvest season begin?  J   F   M   A   M   J   J   A   S   O   N   D 
When is the wet season?   J   F   M   A   M   J   J   A   S   O   N   D 
When is the dry season?   J   F   M   A   M   J   J   A   S   O   N   D 
6. Are there residents who work outside the village? Y / N    If there are, what is their job? 
Lumber company / fishing / gold mine / other:   ______________________________________________________________________ 
7. Other than for work, are there those who are attracted out for other reasons? 
_______________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
What kinds of crops are planted here? Corn / Rice / Bananas / Other _______________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Is the result of the harvest enough to eat for the people of this village? Y / N    If not enough, where does 
extra food come from? ___________________________________________ 
Is there community development potential in this area?   ____________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA: 
*(LV-5) Is there electricity here?   Y / N ;  
PLN / diesel generator / hydro generator / solar power 
*(LV-5) Is there any other machinery?    
Motor boats ______ Chain saws _______ private generator________ 
*(LV-5) Is there a satellite dish/TV in this village?   Y / N     
Broken?   Y / N    How long broken? ____________ 
*(LV-4) Is there radio broadcast / TV or newspaper in the vernacular language? Y/N 
Is there a single side band (SSB) radio here?   Y / N 
Where do you go to make telephone calls?   ________________________________ 
Where do the people get drinking water?   well / river / pump / rain water 
Are there toilets here (other than the river/forest/ocean)   Y / N 
Where do you go for market?   ______________________________________ 
Where is the closest market?   ___________________________________________ 
Where is the biggest market?   ___________________________________________ 
Is there public transportation in this area?    
Where is the post office?   _______________; police station?   ____________________ 
Is there: 
 a. A primary school Y / N  If not, where is the closest one?   ___________________ 
 b. A middle school Y / N  If not, where is the closest one?   ___________________ 
 c. A high school Y / N  If not, where is the closest one?   ___________________ 
 d. A theological school Y / N  If not, where is the closest one?   ___________________ 

 

RELIGION: 
Is there a mosque here?      Y / N How many? ____; Where? ______________ 
Is there a church here?      Y / N How many? ____; Where?______________ 
Is there a public meeting hall?   Y / N 
Is there a house for traditional ceremonies here?   Y / N    How many? ____; Where? ______________ 

 

HEALTH: 
Is there a community health center?   Y / N    Where is the closest one?______________________ 
Is there a traditional healer here?   Y / N   Where?_____________ 
Is there a traditional healer or expert in traditional medicine who lives here?   Y / N    
 Where?____________________ 
Are there many illnesses here?   Y / N 
 What kinds of illnesses?   _________ / ____________ / ______________ / ___________ 
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Appendix E: Community group questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Group Questions 
January 2003 
Interviewer: __________________________ Recorded by:________________________________ 
Date: _______________ Time: ________ Language Name:(ASK FIRST)____________________ 
Total People Present: _____; Adult Men: _____; Adult Women: _____; Youth: ________ 
Village: ________ ____; River: _____________; Subdistrict: _____________; Regency: _____________ 
Total Pop.: ____ Households (H), ___ People (P); Indigenous Pop.: ____ H,_____ P; Immigrants: ____ H, _____ P 
Total people who give answers: ________; Total adult men who give answers: _________;  
Total women who give answers: ____________; Total young people who give answers: ___________ 
 

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
 

 Subdistrict 
Leader 

Mayor School 
Headmaster 

Traditional 
Leader/Chief 

Religious 
Leader 

Leader originates 
from where 

     

How old      
 

What is the method for choosing leaders if a change is needed?  
Elected by the people / appointed by the government / generational / Other method __________________ 
Where do you go when:   severe wound __________________; have malaria _________________ 
Give birth ______________________; Possessed by evil spirit_________________________ 
Is there a special community development committee? Y / N Who?______________________________ 
What projects have they done? __________________________________________________ 
Is this village cut off from connection with the outside if there is a flood, dry season, landslide, dll? Y/N 
Which villages?________________________________________________________ 
 

II. *(LV-1, LV-4) LANGUAGE USE 
 

What language is used when: Vernacular Indonesian Mix 
PRIVATE Always Often 

Seldom 
Always Often 
Seldom 

 

 1. At home, generally         
 2. With friends        
 3. In the garden, gathering sago        
SCHOOL        
 4. As the language of instruction        
 5. For explanation (homework, etc.)        
 6. During break time        
PUBLIC         
 7. At the urban market        
 8. At the community health center        
 9. During the traditional ceremony        
10. Announcements        
11. For village council meetings        
CHURCH        
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12. Liturgy/Mass        
13. Prayer        
14. Singing        
15. Sermon        
16. Announcements after church        

 

17.  Why is this language used for  announcements?   _____________________________________ 
18. How many Christians live here?  
 Protestant:____Households, ____People; Catholic: ____ Households, ____People 
How many Muslims live here? _____ Households; _____ People 
How many people follow traditional religion? ____ Households, ____ People 
 

LANGUAGE CHANGE 
*(LV-4) Do the young people here more frequently use a language other than the vernacular? Y / N   
Language:_______ 
*(SR-2) Do the young people mix Indonesian with the vernacular in their sentences / conversations?  
Y / N 
Is this a good thing Y / N;   Why: ______________________________________________________ 
*(SR-2) Do the young people mix any other vernacular with the local vernacular in their sentences / 
conversations? Y / T   Language: _____________ 
Is this a good thing? Y / N;   Why: _____________________________________________________ 
*(LV-3) How many people here can only speak the vernacular?    
More than half___      almost half___      A few___      None___ 
 

LANGUAGE VITALITY 
Are there any restrictions to meet with outsiders?   Y / N   Why? ______________________ 
*(SR-1)With which ethnic group do people usually marry? __________________, __________________ 
Are there any restrictions to marry people from other ethnic groups? Y / N;  
Why? _______________________________________________________________________ 
*(SR-1) Do the young people prefer to stay living in the city after they finish higher education? Y / N 
Why? _______________________________________________________________________ 
*(SR-2) Are there people from other ethnic groups living here? Y / T; How many? ____ Households, ____ 
People                      For what? (work, marriage, etc.) ______________,________________,___________________ 
From what ethnic groups? ________________,_________________,_________________,___________ 
What language is used to speak with them? __________________, _________________ 
Do they learn to speak the local language? Y / N                        Is that a good thing? Y / N 
Why?________________________________________________________________________ 
*(SR-2) Do you use Indonesian every day in this village?   Y / T 
Do you use another language in this village?   Y / N;   Language ______________, _________ 
What group of people speaks Indonesian the best?       Young people / Adult men / Adult women  
Has there ever been an outsider or specialist who has written the local language? Y / N.   
Who?_________________ 
*(C-5)What books have been written in this language? songs, prayers, the Bible, other religious books, 
parts of the Bible, other books _____________________; Where   are these books? ___________________ 
 

DIALECTOLOGY 
(First explain the goal and purpose of this section below.) 
1. In which villages is the dialect exactly the same as the dialect spoken here? 
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2.   Where is the dialect a little different but you still can understand it? 
   
   
   

 

3.   *(SR-2)Where is the language so different that you cannot understand? 
   
   
   

Other than here, in which village do the people speak your language the best? 
_______________________________________________________________ 
*(C-3) What language do you use, when you meet with people who don’t speak the same as you?  
(This is to check the data above.) 
 

When you meet 
someone from 
the village/ 
language of ... 

What 
language 
do you 
use? 

What 
language 
does s/he 
use? 

Do you speak slowly or 
normally? 
S = Slowly, N = 
Normally 

If there is a child who 
has never heard this 
language, will this 
child understand what 
s/he says? 

Does this 
person come 
from the same 
ethnic group? 

   You S/he   
   S N S N Y / N Y / N 
   S N S N Y / N Y / N 
   S N S N Y / N Y / N 
   S N S N Y / N Y / N 
   S N S N Y / N Y / N 

 

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 
In this village, has there ever been a literacy program in the vernacular? Y / N 
*(C-5) Has there ever been an indigenous person who has written the vernacular (letters, etc.)? Y / N    
Who? _________________________________________________________ ________________ 
What books have been written in this language? songs, prayers, the Bible, other religious books, parts of 
the Bible, other books _____________________; Where are these books? ___________________ 
*(LV-6) Are you interested in reading and writing the vernacular? Y / N 
Mengapa?________________________________________________________________________ 
*(C-2) What do you want to have written in the vernacular? songs, prayers, the Bible, other religious 
books, parts of the Bible, other books ________________________________________ 
*(C-5) What help can you give for the making of such books? ___Local produce; _____Labor; ____Donations             
Specifically, who is interested in providing labor?   ____________________________________________________ 
*(C-4) Are you ready to participate in a literacy program in the vernacular? Y /N 
Approximately how many people want to participate? ______Households, ________People 
*(C-4) Are you ready to participate in a translation program? Y / N 
Approximately how many people want to participate? ______ Households, ________People 
Specifically who?   ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

(**Explain first:   this is a program outside school) 
*(LV-6) In what language do you want to learn to read and write? 
Vernacular_____ Indonesian_____ other local language_____   Why?   _________________________ 
*(C-2, C-6) In what language do you want your children to learn to read and write? 
Vernacular_____ Indonesian_____ other local language_____   Why?   _________________________ 
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LANGUAGE EXTINCTION 
*(LV-6) Do the parents teach the children to speak the vernacular? Y / N     
Why? _____________________________________________________________________ 
*(LV-1)Children use what language with their parents?    vernacular?            Indonesian? 
(If “mixed”):   Which language is used most often?    vernacular?   Indonesian? 

Vernacular Always Often Seldom Never 
Indonesian Always Often Seldom Never 

(If “balanced”):   Which language is used most often?      vernacular?   Indonesian? 
*(LV-4)The parents speak to their children using what language?  

Vernacular Always Often Seldom Never 
Indonesian Always Often Seldom Never 

*(LV-4)Children use what language when the play in the village? 
Vernacular Always Often Seldom Never 
Indonesian Always Often Seldom Never 

*(LV-4)Children use what language when they play with their siblings at home? 
Vernacular Always Often Seldom Never 
Indonesian Always Often Seldom Never 

*(SR-2) Will the people here speak the same vernacular twenty years into the future? Y / N 
 

Total people who give answers: _____________; Total men who give answers: _________;  
Total women who give answers: ____________; Total young people who give answers: ___________ 
(Transfer this data to the front.)
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Appendix F: School Questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Questions for the Headmaster/Teacher 
January 2003 
 

**These questions are administered to the highest leader in the school. 
Village: _________________ 
Subdistrict: _________________ 
Regency: _________________ 
Name of Researcher: _________________ 
Date data gathered: _________________ 
GENERAL: 
Schools that exist here: Primary / Middle / Secondary / Theological School / Other: _________________ 
Name of interviewee:   _______________________   Place of birth:   ____________________ 
Mother tongue: _____________________, Language used at home: __________________ 
 

GRADES AND STUDENTS 
How many grades are at this school?    3 grades / 6 grades 
How many students are in each class? 
Primary:      Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 ____; Grade 3 ____; Grade 4 ____; Grade 5 ____; Grade 6 ____ 
Middle: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 
Secondary: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 
Other: ____________, ____________, ___________, _____________, 
How many students are from this village? 0–10 / 11–20 / 21–30 / 31–40 / 41–50 / 51–60 
Are their students from other villages? Y / N   How many? _____; From where? ___________________ 
How many students have graduated from this school and continued schooling? ___________ 
Total teachers who teach (including headmaster): _______________ people 
Total assistant teachers: ____________ people 
Origin of headmaster and teachers? 
 Headmaster._______; 1 _______; 2 ______; 3 ________; 4 _______; 5 _______; 6 _______ 
 

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION 
What language is used in class?   Vernacular / Indonesian / Melanesian Pidgin / Malay / Other_____ 
Have you ever spoken the local vernacular in class? Y / N 
Have you ever spoken the vernacular outside of class to the students? Y / N 
What language is used by the students when they play? Vernacular / Indonesian / Melanesian Pidgin / 
Malay / Other ______________________, ____________________ 
Can the students in grade one already speak Indonesian when they start school? Y / N 
Can the students in grade one understand Indonesian when you speak to them? Y / N 
How long until they are able to speak Indonesian fluently? ___________ 
 

ENVIRONMENT 
What language is used by the residents of this village? Vernacular / Indonesian / Melanesian Pidgin / 
Malay / Other _______________________________________________________________ 
Do the residents of this village feel proud of their language? Y / N Why? _________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Have you ever heard the people of this village speak another language? Y / N. 
What language? ____________ / ____________ / _____________ / __________
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